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CASE NO. ZA-1958-14560-PA1 
PLAN APPROVAL 
10460 West Pico Boulevard 
West Los Angeles Planning Area 
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D. M.:
C. D.:
CEQA: ENV-2018-1127-CE 
Legal Description : Lots FR B and FR C, 

Block None, Tract Rincon 
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OS-1XL-0
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Frank Ronkese (O)
1600 Norris Road 
Bakersfield, CA 93308

Cordova (R)
E&B Natural Resources Management 
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Hermosa Beach, CA 90278

The Office of Zoning Administration hereby issues the Plan Approval determination which 
results from the research and findings of this office, the Petroleum Administrator’s Office 
and concerns and claims raised by residents and stakeholders from the community 
surrounding the Rancho Park Oil Drill Site operation. This determination requires an 
immediate response from the operator to demonstrate compliance with all of the 
conditions of approval imposed on the Rancho Park Oil Drill Site Operation.

This determination is in response to the application filed by the operator and, the 
correspondences and reports received by the Office of Zoning Administration, the Council 
District Office and other regulating agencies claiming the Rancho Park Oil Drill Site has 
become a concern to the neighboring residents, stakeholders and community groups. 
Research of reports from the Department of City Planning, the Department of Building 
and Safety, the Los Angeles Fire Department, the Department of Public Works, the 
Southern California Air Quality Management District, and 
Conservation, Division of Oil, Gas, Geothermal Resources was conducted before issuing 
this determination. Also, a review of current oil drilling and oil production 
used to safeguard communities was conducted as a part of the evaluation of the Rancho 
Park Oil Drill Site operation.

California Department of

practices

This determination supersedes the prior Office of Zoning Administration actions issued

http://planning.lacity.org
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for the oil drilling facility. The conditions of approval found herein supplement the initial 
conditions of approval found in the Zoning Administration’s actions in the determination 
issued on March 11, 1958 under Case No. ZA-14560, pursuant to Section 13.01 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), by the Chief Zoning Administrator authorizing oil 
drilling and production at 10460 West Pico Boulevard, and the subsequent Plan Approval 
actions issued under Case Nos. ZA-21684, ZV-82-426, ZA-14422, ZA-14560-PAD, and 
ZA-21148. In some instances, revisions were deemed necessary to improve 
accountability of reporting, or to reflect the current conditions at the Rancho Park Oil Drill 
Site or current best oil drilling and production practices in communities throughout the 
City of Los Angeles. A number of corrective conditions were added to increase protection 
and preserve the health, safety and general welfare of the residents and occupants of the 
neighborhood. When appropriate, the Office of Zoning Administration will refer possible 
violations of the conditions of approval to the Environmental Justice Unit of the City 
Attorney’s Office.

This determination was born out of the February 15, 2017, City Council motion (Council 
File No. 17-0149) directing City Departments to immediately investigate the oil and gas 
drilling and production operation, as well as the installation of a CEB-1200 enclosed gas 
burner within the Rancho Park Oil Drill Site. The Council Motion was in response to 
inquiries from, and complaints to the Council District 5 Office, claiming that no 
authorization from the Department of City Planning existed for the new gas burner 
equipment on site, nor were permits from the Department of Building and Safety obtained.

On March 8, 2017, State, County, and City officials conducted an inspection of the 
Rancho Park Oil Drill Site in response to the Council motion. Citations and violations were 
issued by agencies requiring immediate correction and compliance. The site inspection, 
violations, and agency findings are all documented in the Council File No. 17-0149 Report 
dated April 24, 2017 (available in the case file). It was concluded that the Operator 
violated the requirements set forth in the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the binding 
Conditions of Approvals of the Department of City Planning entitlement Case No. 
ZA14560, and the Lease Agreements with the Department of Recreation and Parks. It 
was determined that the operator should be provided an opportunity to demonstrate 
compliance with all applicable sections of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the Conditions 
of Approval, and the Lease Agreement conditions in order to continue oil production 
activities at the drill site.

On May 15, 2017, the Department of City Planning issued a letter to the operator requiring 
the filing of a Plan Approval application, the purpose of which was to review the operator’s 
assertion of compliance with the conditions imposed under ZA-14560 and the subsequent 
Zoning Administrator’s actions.

On March 1, 2018, the operator submitted an application to the Department of City 
Planning for a Plan Approval (Case No. ZA-1958-14560-PA1) to obtain the authorization 
to allow the installation of an Ultra-Low Emissions Control Device (ECD) and for a 
modification of Condition No. 43 of L.A.M.C Section 13.01-F, to permit micro turbines on
site for energy generation. The Plan Approval application also included a request for a 
review of compliance and effectiveness of the conditions of approval.
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A Public Hearing was conducted on April 26, 2018 to take formal testimony from the 
residents, stakeholders, community groups, and the operator. At the conclusion of the 
public hearing, the matter was taken under advisement for 60 days. Later, the operator 
requested the matter remain under advisement until July 2018. Finally, a request from the 
Council Office was received asking the matter be delayed until September 2018. While 
the project was under advisement, the operator submitted a request to withdraw the 
request to authorize the installation of an emission control device from plan approval 
application, but asked to retain the remainder of the Plan Approval requests, including the 
modification of Condition No. 43 to allow micro-turbines on-site.

The Office of Zoning Administration researched the claims shared at the public hearing 
and found that the Rancho Park Oil Drilling operation was generally in compliance with 
most of the conditions of approval imposed by the initial Zoning Administrator’s grant and 
subsequent Zoning Administrator’s actions. It was also learned that some of the initial 
conditions of approval imposed on the oil drilling and production operation were 
inadequate to preserve the health, safety, and general welfare of the nearby residential 
neighborhood, and that some were not applicable. Further, no evidence was discovered 
that the oil drilling and production operation had violated regulations established by other 
government agencies beyond that which was reported in the Department of City 
Planning’s report dated April 24, 2017 addressed to the City Council.

Based on the review of public record, site visits, public testimony and input other
public agencies, it was concluded that the current conditions of approval imposed on the 
subject drill site lacked some effectiveness in preserving the health, safety, and general 
welfare of the surrounding residential neighborhood. Therefore, revisions and additions 
have been made to the conditions of approval for the Rancho Park Oil Drill Site in order 
to improve energy efficiencies, maintain responsible noise levels, improve odor control 
and monitoring of hazardous conditions, ensure compliance with the Municipal Code, and 
to improve monitoring and reporting of the drill site activities.

Therefore, pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 13.01-H, I hereby:

DETERMINED based on the whole of the administrative record, that the Project is 
exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines, Section State CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Sections 15301 (Class 1), 
15303 (Class 3), 15308 (Class 8), 15311 (Class 11), and 15321 (Class 21), and 
City CEQA Guidelines, Article III, Section 1, Class 1-Category 1, Class 1-Category 
22, Class 3-Category 4, Class 11-Category 6, Class 21-Category 2, and there is 
no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a categorical 
exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies;

APPROVE a Zoning Administrator’s Approval of Plans to review the applicant’s 
compliance with and the effectiveness of the conditions imposed under ZA-14560 
and subsequent Plan Approvals for the continued operation of the oil drill site; and

APPROVE a Zoning Administrator’s Approval of Plans to permit the modification
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of Condition No. 43 to permit the installation and operation of four (4) small scale 
micro turbine generators for the handling of produced natural gas at the subject 
site.

upon the following supplemental terms and conditions as well as the revised terms and 
conditions which are hereby imposed:

All other use, height and area regulations of the Municipal Code and all other 
applicable qovernment/requlatorv agencies shall be strictly complied with in the 
development and use of the property, except as such regulations are herein

1.

specifically varied or required.

The use and development of the property shall be in substantial conformance with 
the plot plan submitted with the application and marked Exhibit "A”, except as may 
be revised as a result of this action.

2.

The authorized use shall be conducted at all times with due regard for the character 
of the surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the Zoning Administrator to 
impose additional corrective Conditions, if. in the Administrator's opinion, such 
Conditions are proven necessary for the protection of persons in the neighborhood

3.

or occupants of adjacent property.

All graffiti on the site shall be removed or painted over to match the color of the 
surface to which it is applied within 24 hours of its occurrence.

4.

A copy of the first page of this grant and all Conditions and/or any subsequent 
appeal of this grant and its resultant Conditions and/or letters of clarification shall 
be printed on the building plans submitted to the Development Services Center 
and the Department of Building and Safety for purposes of having a building permit 
issued.

5.

The applicant or operator shall comply with all conditions of approval from the prior 
Zoning Administrator’s determinations, and those as expressly stated as follows 
which supersedes prior LAMC conditions:

6.

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 17: That any person requesting a determination 
by the Zoning Administrator prescribing the conditions under which oil drilling 
and production operations shall be conducted as provided in Subsection H. 
shall agree in writing on behalf of him or herself and his or her successors or 
assigns, to be bound by all of the terms and conditions of this article and any 
conditions prescribed by written determination bv the Zoning Administrator: 
provided, however, that the agreement in writing shall not be construed to 
prevent the applicant or his or her successors or assigns from applying at 
any time for amendments pursuant to this Article or to the conditions 
prescribed bv the Zoning Administrator, or from applying for the creation of a 
new district or an extension of time for drilling or production operations.
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LAMC Section 13.01-F. Condition No. 43: All Electric Power-All pumping 
and power operations at the site shall at all times be carried on only bv 
electrical power and such power shall not be generated bv fossil fuels at the 
controlled drilling site or in the district. Power may be generated on site bv 
solar voltaic generators or natural gas powered cogeneration units placed 
within sound proofed buildings.

Plan Approval:
a. Within 36 months, the operator shall file a Plan Approval to review compliance 

with the conditions of approval of this determination. The Plan Approval 
application shall be filed within 45 days before the end of the 36-month period.

b. Whenever a change in operator occurs, notification of such change shall be 
submitted to the Department of City Planning within 30 days.

c. Whenever a change in operator occurs, a Plan Approval application along with 
associated fees, shall be filed within 12 months of the change to review the 
new operator’s compliance with these conditions.

ic hearing may be required, at the discretion of the Zoning Administrator, 
with notification of all owners and occupants of property within a 500-foot

approval will be to review and establish 
conditions deemed applicable to the use as maintained and conducted bv the 
new operator consistent with the intent of the Conditions of this grant. Upon this 
review the Zoning Administrator may modify, add or delete conditions, and if

to conduct this public hearing for nuisance

7.

d. A

radius. The purpose of the

warranted, reserves the ri'
abatement/revocation purposes.

A annual inspection report shall be generated and sent to the Zoning and 
Petroleum administrators listing the inventory of equipment on site, any repair 
work, and / or maintenance done to keep the equipment in good conditions at all 
times. The first annual inspection report shall be submitted within 45 days of the 
anniversary of this determination.

8.

Within 48 months of this determination letter, a three-vear technology assessment 
report should be provided to the Zoning and Petroleum administrators. The 
assessment report should be collaborativelv generated bv the operator with input 
from vendors, professionals, and community stakeholders to identify better 
operating technologies, such as fence-line monitoring, computer automation, new 
safety eguipment and / or other technological enhancements. The three-vear 
assessment report shall be repeatedly conducted.

9.

The applicant shall immediately notify appropriate City agencies and entities, 
including the Los Angeles Fire Department, the Petroleum Administrator, 
local City Council office, of an emergency, accident or spill that reguires reporting 
to any State. County, or regional agency.

10.

the

Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, a covenant 
acknowledging and agreeing to comply with all the terms and conditions 
established herein shall be recorded in the County Recorder's Office. The

11.
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agreement (standard master covenant and agreement form CP-6770) shall run 
with the land and shall be binding on any subseguent owners, heirs or assigns. 
The agreement with the conditions attached must be submitted to the 
Development Services Center for approval before being recorded. After 
recordation, a certified copy bearing the Recorder's number and date shall be 
provided to the Zoning Administrator for attachment to the subject case file.

INDEMNIFICATION AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION COSTS.12.

Applicant shall do all of the following:

Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions against 
the City relating to or arising out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing 
and approval of this entitlement, including but not limited to, an action to 
attack, challenge, set aside, void or otherwise modify or annul the approval 
of the entitlement, the environmental review of the entitlement, or the 
approval of subsequent permit decisions or to ciaim personal property 
damage, including from inverse condemnation or any other constitutional 
claim.

i.

Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action 
related to or arising out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing and 
approval of the entitlement, including but not limited to payment of all court 
costs and attorney’s fees, costs of any judgments or awards against the City 
(including an award of attorney’s fees), damages and/or settlement costs.

Submit an initial deposit for the City’s litigation costs to the City within 10 days’ 
notice of the City tendering defense to the Applicant and reguesting a deposit. 
The initial deposit shall be in an amount set bv the City Attorney’s Office, in 
its sole discretion, based on the nature and scope of action, but in no event 
shall the initial deposit be less than $50,000. The City’s failure to notice or 
collect the deposit does not relieve the Applicant from responsibility to 
reimburse the City pursuant to the reguirement in paragraph (ii).

in.

Submit supplemental deposits upon notice bv the City. Supplemental 
deposits may be reouired in an increased amount from the initial deposit if 
found necessary bv the City to protect the City’s interests. The City’s failure 
to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve the Applicant from 
responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the reguirement (ii).

IV.

If the City determines it necessary to protect the City’s interests, execute an 
indemnity and reimbursement agreement with the City under terms consistent 
with the reguirements of this condition.

v.

The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt 
of any action and the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify 
the applicant of any claim, action or proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the City
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fails to reasonably cooperate in the defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be 
responsible to defend, indemnify or hold harmless the City.

The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City 
Attorney’s office or outside counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate 
at its own expense in the defense of any action, but such participation shall not 
relieve applicant of any obligation imposed bv this condition. In the event the 
Applicant fails to comply with this condition, in whole or in part, the City may 
withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the entitlement, or take any 
other action. The City retains the right to make all decisions with respect to its 
representations in any legal proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon or 
settle litigation.

For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply.

“City” shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, 
commission, committees, employees and volunteers.

Action” shall defined to include suits, proceedings (including those held 
under alternative dispute resolution procedures), claims or lawsuits. 
Actions includes actions, as defined herein, alleging failure to comply with 
any federal, state or local law.

Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the rights 
of the City or the obligations of the Applicant otherwise created bv this condition.

OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS ■ TIME LIMIT ■ LAPSE OF PRIVILEGES

All terms and conditions of the approval shall be fulfilled before the use may be 
established. The instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being 
utilized within three years after the effective date of approval and, if such privileges are 
not utilized or substantial physical construction work is not begun within said time and 
carried on diligently to completion, the authorization shall terminate and become void.

TRANSFERABILITY

This authorization runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, 
rented or occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent upon 
you to advise them regarding the conditions of this grant.

VIOLATIONS CONDITIONS. A MISDEMEANOR

Section 12.29 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code provides:

“A variance, conditional use, adjustment, public benefit or other quasi-judicial 
approval, or any conditional approval granted by the Director, pursuant to the 
authority of this chapter shall become effective upon utilization of any portion of
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the privilege, and the owner and applicant shall immediately comply with its 
conditions. The violation of any valid condition imposed by the Director, Zoning 
Administrator, Area Planning Commission, City Planning Commission or City 
Council in connection with the granting of any action taken pursuant to the authority 
of this chapter, shall constitute a violation of this chapter and shall be subject to 
the same penalties as any other violation of this Code.”

Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be 
punishable by a fine of not more than $2,500 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a 
period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

APPEAL PERIOD ■ EFFECTIVE DATE

The applicant's attention is called to the fact that this grant is not a permit or license and 
that any permits and licenses required by law must be obtained from the proper public 
agency. Furthermore, if any condition of this grant is violated or if the same be not 
complied with, then the applicant or his successor in interest may be prosecuted for 
violating these conditions the same as for any violation of the requirements contained in 
the Municipal Code. The Zoning Administrator's determination in this matter will become 
effective after March 13. 2019. unless an appeal therefrom is filed with the City Planning 
Department. It is strongly advised that appeals be filed early during the appeal period 
and in person so that imperfections/incompleteness may be corrected before the appeal 
period expires. Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by the 
required fee, a copy of the Zoning Administrator's action, and received and receipted at 
a public office of the Department of City Planning on or before the above date or the 
appeal will not be accepted. Forms are available on-line at http://planninq.lacitv.org. 
Public offices are located at:

Figueroa Plaza 
201 North Figueroa Street, 

4th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

(213) 482-7077

Marvin Braude San Fernando Valley 
Constituent Service Center 
6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, 

Room 251
Van Nuys, CA 91401 

(818) 374-5050

West Los Angeles Development 
Services Center 

1828 Sawtelle Boulevard, 
2nd Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90025 
(310) 231-2912

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must 
be filed no later than the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision became 
final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other 
time limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review.

AUTHORIZATION

Pursuant to LAMC Section 13.01-H, the Zoning Administrator shall determine the 
conditions under which oil drilling operations may be conducted.

Pursuant to LAMC Section 13.01-E,2(i), a Zoning Administrator may impose additional

http://planninq.lacitv.org
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conditions or require corrective measures to be taken if he or she finds, after actual 
observations or experience with drilling one or more of the wells in the district, that 
additional conditions are necessary to afford greater protection to the surrounding 
property.

NOTICE

The applicant is further advised that subsequent contact regarding this determination 
must be with the Development Services Center. This would include clarification, 
verification of condition compliance and plans or building permit applications, etc., and 
shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in order to assure that you receive 
service with a minimum amount of waiting. You should advise any consultant 
representing you of this requirement as well.

FINDINGS OF FACT

After thorough consideration of the statements contained in the application, the plans 
submitted therewith, and the statements made at the public hearing on April 26, 2018, all 
of which are by reference made a part hereof, as well as knowledge of the property and 
surrounding district, I find as follows:

BACKGROUND

The subject property, known as the Rancho Park Drill Site, is located within the Rancho 
Park Public Golf Course and owned by the Department of Recreation and Parks (RAP). 
The Ranch Park Golf Course site has a frontage of approximately 3,000 feet on the south 
side of Pico Boulevard, a frontage of approximately 2,500 feet on the east side of Patricia 
Avenue, a partial frontage of approximately 1,300 feet on the north side of Lorenzo Place, 
and a frontage of approximately 2,500 feet on the west side of Motor Avenue. The site is 
classified in the OS-1XL-0 Zone, and within Urbanized Oil Drilling District No. U-9 as 
established by Ordinance No. 109,732 effective on July 24, 1957. The drill site is located 
on a level, 1.93-acre, portion of land, which is a rectangular-shaped property, comprised 
of two lots, on the south side of Pico Boulevard, east side of Patricia Avenue, north side 
of Lorenzo Place, and west side of Motor Avenue.

On March 11, 1958, pursuant to Section 13.01 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
(LAMC), the Chief Zoning Administrator authorized the oil drilling and production under 
Case No. ZA-14560. The 1.93-acre site was improved with an oil drilling facility to service 
Urbanized Oil Drilling District No. U-9. Since the initial 1958 approval, the subject oil 
drilling facility has operated with few documented modifications, enhancements, or 
changes, with the exception of the intensification and changes approved in the prior Plan 
Approval grants. Presently, the Rancho Park Drill Site consists of tanks and vessels, well 
cellars, pumps, generators, compressors, operational buildings, and a parking area, and 
is surrounded by fencing and mature landscaping to screen operations from public view. 
The drill site is generally located in the middle of the Rancho Park property, adjacent to 
RAP’s Maintenance Yard to the south, whose elevation is approximately 25 feet higher 
than the subject drill site, and adjacent to an access road and golf course fairway to the
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north, with the course elevation at approximately 10 feet lower than the subject site.

It should be noted that the 1958 authorization states (Condition No. 1) that all terms and 
conditions specified under the grant shall be strictly complied with; over the years several 
plan approvals have been requested and granted primarily to demonstrate compliance 
with the conditions of approval, with the exception of the installation of a 400-barrel liquid 
storage tank under Case No. ZA-14560(PAD) issued on February 11, 1994, and the 
installation of a glycol contactor under Case Nos. ZV-82-426 and ZA-14560 issued on 
November 7,1983. Also, the 1958 authorization includes the condition below to allow the 
Zoning Administrator to imposed corrective actions if deemed necessary:

22. That the Zoning Administrator reserves the right to impose additional conditions or 
require corrective measures to be taken if he finds after actual observation or 
experience with drilling one or more of the wells on the adjacent Hillcrest Country 
Club property or this subject Rancho Park and Playground property that additional 
conditions are necessary to afford greater protection to surrounding residential 
property as intended by the provisions of Section 13.01 of the Municipal Code, as 
well as the conditions set forth in Ordinance No. 109,732.

On February 15, 2017, the City Council of Los Angeles passed a motion (Council File 17
0149) directing City Departments to immediately investigate the oil and gas drilling and 
production operation, as well as the alleged installation of a CEB-1200 enclosed gas 
burner within the Rancho Park Drill Site. The City Council Motion was in response to 
concerns from the Council District 5 Office and reports that no authorization existed from 
the Department of City Planning nor permit applications from the Department of Building 
and Safety allowing the new enclosed gas burning equipment on the drill site.

On March 8, 2017, State, County, and City officials conducted an inspection of the 
Rancho Park Drill Site in which violations of respective regulations were identified. In 
response, citations were issued by the inspecting agencies requiring immediate 
correction and compliance. The records of the site inspection, violations, and agency 
findings are all documented in the Council File No. 17-0149 Report dated April 24, 2017 
(available in the case file).

Based on the comprehensive observations and investigation by the Petroleum 
Administrator, the Department of Building and Safety, the Los Angeles Fire Department, 
and the Department of Recreation and Parks, it was determined that the operator initiated 
several activities, including equipment installation, that constituted a change and 
expansion of the on-site oil-production operation. These activities were in violation of the 
Permit and Drilling Site Requirement provisions set forth in Section 13.01 of the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code. In addition, the Drill Site operator is also in violation of the 
Conditions of Approval imposed in conjunction with the Case No. ZA-14560 grant, 
including but not limited to operating an unpermitted on-site power generator and the 
installation of unpermitted equipment and water tanks.

The joint-agency investigation led to several citations and orders to comply issued to the 
operator to correct violations. A review of City records, on-site inspections and
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investigation of the operation to ascertain permit history and compliance with the City’s 
codes and regulations and conditions of approval on the operation, resulted in the 
discovery of several violations at the Drill Site. According to the binding conditions of the 
Department of City Planning entitlement Case No. ZA14560, the Department of 
Recreation and Parks lease agreements, and the collective Departments findings, it was 
concluded that the Operator violated requirements set forth in the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code, binding Conditions of Approvals, and Lease Agreements. It was determined that 
the operator should file a Plan Approval with the Department of City Planning to review 
the change in the operation, and to ensure compliance with all applicable sections of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code, Conditions of Approval, and the Lease Agreement 
conditions in order to continue oil drilling and production at the drill site.

The operator contended that the oil and gas production permitting process is complicated 
and requires multi-agency approval. Often, one piece of equipment requires State, 
County, and City approvals. An operator may obtain a permit from one jurisdiction and 
believe it has satisfied all of the regulatory requirements. The operator contended it was 
not the company’s intent to violate or circumvent any permitting law and operating 
conditions. The Plan Approval process will allow the Department of City Planning, with 
the Operator’s cooperation, to review compliance of the operation to the binding 
Conditions set forth in Case No. ZA-14560, and review any possible modification and gas 
and oil production enhancements to the operation proposed by the operator.

On May 15, 2017, the Department of City Planning issued a letter to the operator 
requesting the filing of a Plan Approval application in order to conduct a review of 
compliance with the conditions of approval imposed under Case No. ZA-14560 to 
determine compliance with, and the effectiveness, of said conditions. Hence, the Plan 
Approval application was filed on March 1, 2018 to review the conditions of approval and 
to request an approval to allow the installation of an emissions control device. In addition, 
the applicant requests a Plan Approval to permit the modification of Condition No. 43 to 
permit the continued operation of existing generators and micro-turbines. (The request 
to permit the installation and operation of an emissions control device was subsequently 
withdrawn by the Applicant in a letter dated September 11, 2018).

The Office of Zoning Administration and the Office of Petroleum Administrator 
acknowledges a mercaptan spill occurring in November 2017 originating from the 
Southern California Gas (SoCalGas) odorant tank equipment located on the Rancho Park 
Drill Site. However, the Southern California Gas activities are separate from oil drill 
activities and the mercaptan spill was separate from the applicant’s oil drilling operation 
on the subject site, and therefore, it is not a part of this Plan Approval.

Previous zoning related actions on the site/in the area include:

Subject Property:

Case No. ZA-14560 - On March 11, 1958, the Office of Zoning Administration 
approved methods and conditions controlling drilling not to exceed one oil well to 
be bottomed under each 5 acres contained in said urbanized Oil Drilling District
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No. U-9 and for the production from said well or wells, if successful, of oil, gas and 
other hydrocarbon substances and to maintain such equipment and accessories 
as are necessary in the drilling for and the production of oil, gas and other 
hydrocarbon substances.

Case No, ZA-14560 (Approval of General Plot Plan, Derrick, and Camouflage 
Plans) - On April 10, 1958, the Office of Zoning Administration approved plans in 
connection with the first oil well to be drilled on the approved drilling site, subject 
to additional conditions and reservations.

Case No. ZA-14560 (Approval of Plot Plan Showing Landscaping Treatment and 
Enclosing Fixtures) - On April 11, 1958, the Office of Zoning Administration 
approved plans in showing landscaping and details of enclosing fixtures in 
connection with the oil drilling project, subject to additional conditions, 
reservations, and notations.

Case No. ZA-14560 (Approval of Plans) - On September 25, 1959, the Office of 
Zoning Administration approved plans relative to the permanent installation of the 
drill site, subject to additional notations and conditions.

Case No. ZA-21684 - On April 11, 1975, the Office of Zoning Administration 
approved the conditions and methods of operation to be followed in resumption of 
drilling of oil wells, authorized the use of the existing site to resume operations for 
the drilling of two oil wells and for the conversion of oil wells to water injector wells 
for the purpose of increase production of hydrocarbons, and also authorized the 
temporary relaxation of the terms and conditions Nos. 1, 43, and 47 of extant ZA 
Case No. 14560 to accommodate the move-on and daytime operation of partially 
soundproofed core drilling type equipment for the re-drilling of said wells, in 
addition to maintenance and operation of present production facilities on the site, 
subject to additional terms and conditions.

Case Nos. ZV-82-426 and ZA-14560 (Approval of Plans) - On November 7,1983, 
the Office of Zoning Administration approved the installation of a glycol contactor 
within the tank farm area to remove water and liquids from gas for the subject oil 
drilling operation, subject to additional conditions.

Case Nos. ZA-14422 and ZA-14560 (Conditions Controlling Drilling and 
Production Operations) - On January 25,1994, the Office of Zoning Administration 
approved “Conditions Controlling Drilling and Production Operations", for a six- 
month temporary approval permitting the transfer of crude oil by truck in lieu of an 
underground pipeline from the involved drill sites, subject to additional conditions.

Case No. ZA-14560(PAD) (Approval of Plans) - On February 11,1994, the Office 
of Zoning Administration approved an exception from the original approval for the 
installation of a 400-barrel liquid storage tank having a 250-pound pressure rating, 
subject to additional conditions.
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Surrounding Properties:

Case No. ZA-14422(PAD) (Modification of Condition No. 1) - On January 16, 
1996, the Office of Zoning Administration approved the Modification of Condition 
No. 1 of extant Case No. ZA 14422 to delete reference to LAMC Section 13.01-F, 
43, located at 9996 West Pico Boulevard, subject to additional conditions.

Other Public Agency Actions:

Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety (LADBS) - An inspection 
conducted on March 8, 2017 indicated various violations including unapproved 
installation of 5 waste water tanks exceeding a capacity of 5,000 gallons each, 
including supportive foundations and containment basins, installation of equipment 
foundations, pipe supports and foundations, electrical equipment shelter, modular 
office trailer, electrical installations, connection to potable water supply, fire 
protection systems, operation of boilers and/or pressure vessels without approved 
operating permits. An Order to Comply No. A-4345789, with an effective date of 
April 10, 2017, was issued to the operators of the drill site requiring correction of 
all violations by May 10,
confirms the Code Enforcement case has been closed.

. Correspondence from LADBS dated March 9, 2018

Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) - An inspection conducted on February 21, 
2017, indicated various fire violations on-site and resulted in the issuance of a 
Fire/Life Safety Violation Notice No. 1711355011, dated February 28, 2017. An 
inspection conducted on March 8, 2017, which resulted in the issuance of Notice 
of Violation No. PR006388 related to the Hazardous materials and Business 
Emergency Plan. Additional testing and inspections were scheduled for March 15, 
2017 and April 20, 2017. A review of permits by the Fire Department indicate 
operational permits for the oil wells are up to date, and a Specific Action Permit for 
the CEB-1200 is up to date.

Department of Public Works. Watershed Protection Division - No report of non
compliance with the City’s Stormwater and Urban Runoff Pollution Control 
Ordinance has been issued following the March 8, 2017 joint site inspection.

Department of Public Works. Office of Petroleum and Natural Gas Administration 
and Safety - On February 1,2019 in 
request to evaluate the zoning application filed by the operator, the Petroleum 
Administrator issued its report which listed its findings and recommendations 
related to the Rancho Park Oil Drill Site. The report recommended: 1) the approval 

micro-turbine equipment, 2) an annual reporting of the status of the site 
equipment, 3) Petroleum Administrator compliance and minoring oversight, and 4) 
three-year technology assessment reporting. While there was reporting SCAQMD 
compliance, there was no mentioning of any outstanding violations reported by the 
CA DOGGR.

s

of

Southern California Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) - As reported by
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the Petroleum Administrator, the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD) issued an operating permit (#3541) to the Southern California Gas 
Company for their equipment on the subject site to comply with Rule 222. 
SCAQMD Rule 222(c)(25) Storage of Odorants for Natural Gas Propane or Oil is 
for equipment used exclusively for the storage of odorants for natural gas, 
propane, or oil odorants storage, with a hold capacity of less than 950 liters (251 
gallons) and associated transfer and control equipment. The system was 
manufactured by YX Industries and contains Scentinel T-50 gas odorant, 
commonly known as mercaptan. Produced gas from oil wells does not naturally 
have any odor or smell. The odorant injection system is required to add the odorant 
by the California Public Utility Commission. This equipment was not previously 
disclosed to the City of Los Angeles and is not operated by E & B Natural 
Resources, nor Hillcrest Beverly Oil Corporation.

PUBLIC HEARING

A Notice of Public Hearing was sent on April 2, 2018 to nearby property owners and/or 
occupants residing near the subject site. All interested parties were invited to attend the 
public hearing at which they could listen, ask questions, or present testimony regarding 
the project. Posting at the site occurred on April 10, 2018. The purpose of the hearing 
was to obtain testimony from affected and/or interested persons regarding the oil drilling 
operation.

The hearing was conducted by Associate Zoning Administrator Theodore L. Irving, AICP, 
for the Office of Zoning Administration under Case No. ZA-1958-14560(PA1) and CEQA 
No. ENV-2018-1127-CE on April 26, 2018 at approximately 9:00 a.m. at the West Los 
Angeles Municipal Building, Second Floor Hearing Room, 1645 Corinth Avenue, Los 
Angeles, CA 90025. The public hearing was attended by the applicant’s representative, 
members from the community, and representatives from City agencies. Testimony was 
provided by the participants below:

Nikki Carlson / Representative
• The HPOC has filed a plan approval and there are two things of note.
• No. 1 is the installation of equipment; No. 2 the modification of Condition No. 43,
• We’ve completed a condition compliance report as requested by Planning Staff,
• The management of gas goes two ways,
• We like to add another methods, which is an environment sound method,
• The Southern California Air Quality Management District permits were obtained for 

the new equipment,
• The community was notified about the emission control device,
• The application contained reports from the environmental consultant Enviro-Tech,
• The equipment does not expand the drilling operation,
• Photos of the operation are in the application package for review,
• The device is located 25 feet below the maintenance yards equipment,
• The golf course fairway is approximately 12 feet below the site,
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clearance is because 
operation is well below the original threshold,
The Condition No 43 modification is a technical change,
The sister operation is at Hillcrest but the turbine is within sight,
We object to the condition compliance requirement since our application is for the 
installation of the micro-turbine and the request to modify Condition No 43,

The is no expansion of the use and the current

Scot Silver - Wigtown Road resident
• I’m two blocks south of Rancho Park,
• I became aware of the oil drilling in the park only because of the mercaptan spill, 

which irritated my throat and lungs in late November last year,
• First of all I want to thank the Department of City Panning for holding this hearing,
• Thank Councilmember Paul Koretz for staying focused on this matter, and 

especially his staff,
• Specifically, Andy Shrader and Greg Martayan for being so responsive and 

professional regarding concerns of the residents in Council District who live so 
close to this site. I’m here to present 5 demands and requests:

1) E & B needs to cure all violations and be held to the same high standards 
that we homeowners are held, when getting permits for their modifications 
- I’d need to go to the Department of Building and Safety for an outdoor 
pizza oven so it is really disturbing that Hillcrest Beverly Oil installs new 
equipment and makes improvements without pulling any permits with the 
Department of Building and Safety,

2) I ask the Department of Parks and Recreation to enforce the terms of the E 
& B lease so that E&B either complies with all conditions and 
lose their lease,

3) Ask the City to enforce the lease by requiring E&B to provide all 
environmental and engineering studies which were required by the terms of 
the 1994 lease renewal, as the April 24th multi-agency reports to the City 
Council determined these to be missing in Recreation and Parks files and 
E&B should have these studies in their files if they were undertaking. These 
include a phase I and phase II environment site assessments and 
engineering studies “to determine the usability and possible re-drilling 
activities of the six one-site idle wells” If they can’t be located by E&B then 
new studies need to be ordered.

the City to enforce the law and the lease by requiring that E&B install 
best available monitoring and safety equipment for the mercaptan and 

oil/ gas and require them to communicate with the residents by social media 
whenever an accident occurs.

5) Most importantly, the lease expires 2027. No extension or renewal of this 
lease should occur without a careful study of its risks and rewards, just like 
any other business transaction:
(a) I request that the City commission an E&B funded study of the potential 

environmental impacts /risks of closure and decommissioning versus 
ongoing operations; and

(b) Forming and a study group of residents professionals to interface with

or they

4)
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the City to evaluate the financial and community benefits of terminating 
the lease (Now or by non-renewal in 2027);

(c) And potential redevelopment of the 2-acre site for another use versus 
keeping it place (perhaps with greater royalties to fund other public 
benefits in the area

Sarah Hays - Blight Street Resident
• I live one block from Patricia Avenue and one block from the property,
• One night in November we were all wondering what was happening,
• If the installation before was done without permits, how can we trust that it will be 

done right this time,
• I believe the lease should be terminated now or in 2027

Sherry Garfield - Cushdon Street Residence
• Last November evening I came home and there was chaos all over the place 

because of the gas smell,
• Notification of the gas smell is an issue,
• I echo the previous speakers, •
• I am concern with these approvals after the fact,
• I can’t stop thinking about the flooding on Sunset Boulevard,
• The site is near three schools,
• The Temple Isiah is aware of the operation
• It is not a safe environment for the children nearby,
• We contacted the Council District office about the smell,
• It’s not a safe thing that they did not receive a notification,
• There was no notification from the company,
• [SC]AQMD has been to our house three times,
• I would like the oil drilling to stop,
• Alternatively, put it in another place,

Teri Cohan-Link - Castel Heights Avenue Resident
• I’d like to know what is the capacity load?
• What are the plans for emissions, waste removal, and noise?
• What are the plans for being informed or notified of an emergency?
• Are there any reserves from improvements?
• We need a history of the equipment used on the site.
• I like to the see the studies done by Hillcrest,

Rashelle Zelaznik - Clarkson Road Resident
• I’d like to request an extension of this public hearing,
• We purchase our home in 2012,
• In November around 8:00p.m.; I smelled mercaptan,
• We telephoned the emergency number,
• [Read from notes which was to be sent to the case file]
• I would like to see the facility shut down,
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• The motion from ‘STANDLA” says all you need know,

Glen Friedman -
• The company is only interested in a check,
• I hear they are not being responsive the neighbors,
• The asking [request] for a waiver is a problem,
• They handled the spill after it was problem,
• They should go and get a full CEQA review,
• And be more responsive to the community,

Sarah Rose - Mar Vista Resident
• Molecules knows no boundaries,
• My neighbors were alarmed by the November smell,
• I’m on the Mar Vista Community Council,
• The Council District 11 Planning Deputy did not know about this,
• It’s not right that the community does not know about this,
• There is a letter in 2017 that lists 50 violations,

Lauren Stevenson - Ayres Resident
what others have said before me,I

Turbines are not reflective of the neighborhood,
I’m within one block of the property and I was not notified, 
There has been a lack of accountability,
The time is now renewable energy,
I do not feel that the lease should be renewed,
There are lots of kids nearby,
My family got sick from the November spill,

Eric Kaufman - Attorney. Cavendish Avenue
• I live south of Motor Avenue and outside of the 500 feet radius,
• I received no notification following the mercaptan smell in November,
• I’m a Cheviot Hills Resident, and a commercial real estate attorney, a basketball 

coach, and recently played nine holes of golf with my son,
• The 500-foot radius is a problem given the impact of the spill exceeds 500 feet,
• The lease requires compliance with the law,
• Not complying constitute a breach of contract,
• We need to have a discussion of the breach of the lease,
• I would like to see a termination of the lease,
• There is no transparency and no responsibility but j 

and waivers,
• I suggest terminating the lease because of the breaches,

more skirting of

Uduak Ntuk - City Petroleum Administrator
• I just want to distinguish the Hillcrest Oil production operation, from the Southern 

California Gas operation,
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The report is coming out soon regarding the mercaptan oil spill,
The site was shut down for four months.
The oxidizers were permitted,
There are five facilities that are not under leases,
Our office reviewed the leases and there were no terms that were violated,
The micro-turbines have been there for a while,
The burners do two things: 1) reduce the amount of emissions from the facility, 
and 2) produces power / energy 
The notification are dated,
New technologies are being considered,

Greg Martavan - Council District 5 (Public Safety Officer)
• mercaptan leak issues are being addressed,
• If the oxidizer had not had an issued, no one would have known about the oil drilling 

facility,
• The investigation into the mercaptan spill points to the Southern California Gas 

Company operation,
• The incident took place around 8:40pm; the fire department was all over the place,
• It was confirmed that the Southern California gas was responsible,
• From the November experience, we have a transparent process,
• Southern California Gas has access to the Hillcrest Oil production site,
• Hillcrest has been transparent which has led to the Southern California Gas 

Company cooperation,
• If we had known by 9:00pm, we could have gone on air to notify residents,
• Southern California Gas should have called the media

The Zoning Administrator took the case under advisement for 60 days to research the 
claims made during the public hearing. Subsequently, the applicant/operator requested 
the advisement period be extended to July 2018 and then the Council Office (CD-5) 
requested the advisement period be extended to September 2018.

Prior to issuing this Letter of Determination, the Zoning Administrator has considered all 
the testimony presented at the hearing, written communication received prior to or 
submitted at the hearing, or subsequent thereto, and the merits of the current operation 
as it relates to existing environmental and land use regulations.

CORRESPONDENCE

Email from Scott Silver requesting enough public speaking time at 
the public hearing, requesting information on the royalties 
received from Hillcrest Beverly Oil on a monthly basis for 36 
months of the lease.

April 5, 2018

April 9, 2018 Email from Sharob Rubalcava in support of the proposed project, 
CEQA determination, and proposed upgrades of on-site 
equipment. Experienced no negative effects from the operation.
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May 3, 2018 Email from Paul Hockley, stating the facility and pipeline poses 
significant risk to the community and should be shut down. 
References the 2017 mercaptan spill and the 1976 gas pipe 
explosion on Venice Boulevard near Culver City.

May 7, 2018 Email from Scott Silver, requesting online access to the 
application and case file.

May 14, 2018 Letter from Cassandra and Jonathan Neyer, urging denial of the 
Plan Approval Application; requests that HBOC’s application be 
denied, existing CEB1200 gas flare be removed, and the request 
for CEQA exemption be denied, and ensure adequate safety 
measures including 24/7 emissions monitoring, annual 
compliance inspections by Zoning Administrator and Petroleum 
Administrator, and mandatory periodic Reviews of Conditions by 
ZA. References mercaptan spill.

May 14, 2018 Email and letter from Tamar Andrews from Temple Isaiah, located 
approximately 900 feet away from the site, stating concerns that 
the gas flare will burn every day per year, and the temple and the 
preschool will not be safe for children.

May 14, 2018 Email from Craig and Liz Weiss and family, requesting denial of 
the Plan Approval application, removal of emissions control 
device, and denial of CEQA exemptions. Expressed concerns 
about impacts on Temple Isaiah, park, greenhouse gas impacts, 
fire risk, fumes from mercaptan spill. References Murphy Drill Site 
determination.

May 14, 2018 Email from Fred Nabati, in opposition of gas flare approval in 
residential neighborhood, near Temple Isaiah School and Rancho 
Park.

May 14, 2018 Email from Ben and Laurie Fox, requesting denial of the Plan 
Approval, the gas flare, CEQA exemptions. Requests safety 
measures including 24/7 emissions monitoring, annual 
compliance inspections by ZA and Petroleum Administrator, and 
mandatory periodic Reviews of Conditions by ZA. Refers to 2017 
mercaptan spill, 1977 fire/explosion, and Murphy Drill Site 
determination.

May 14, 2018 Email from Thomas Wohlstadter, in opposition of any gas flares 
due to health concerns. Refers to correspondence from Scott 
Silver regarding mercaptan spill, Plan Approval application, and 
Murphy Drill Site determination.
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Email from Ginny Friedman, in opposition to the gas flare due to 
location in a residential area. States that gas flares only belong in 
an industrial zone. Gas flare would expose children and preschool 
to health hazards, fire hazards, and emissions. Refers to West 
Adams decision.

May 14, 2018

Email from Derek Chaiken, in opposition of the Rancho Park gas 
flare, due to proximity to Temple Isaiah and school.

May 14, 2018

Email and letter from Jonathan Rotter, in opposition to Plan 
Approval application and associated gas flare at drilling site, due 
to emissions occurring in the middle of residential neighborhood 
and park. Requests denial of CEQA exemption. References the 
West Adams decision.

May 15, 2018

Email from Leslie Henig, requesting denial of gas flare. Concerns 
about hazardous fumes of the gas flare adjacent to Overland Ave 
Elementary School and Cheviot Hills. References the West 
Adams decision and Governor Jerry Brown “Zero Routine Flaring” 
initiative that pledges that the State of California would not 
approve new routine flaring and would eliminate legacy routine 
flaring by 2030.

May 15, 2018

Email from Erica Bose, requesting rejection of the application. 
Concerns about gas flare operations, greenhouse gas, pollutants, 
and impacts on residential neighborhood, schools, parks, golf 
courses, temples and churches. References the mercaptan spill in 
November.

May 15, 2018

Email and Letter from Mar Vista Community Council (Rob Kadota) 
advocating a process to “Enhance Safety at Oil Drill Sites 
Including The Residential Neighborhood Surrounding Rancho 
Park Public Golf Course”. Concerns regarding industrial oil drilling 
operations in close proximity to thousands of residents; extensive 
history of violations and accidents; jeopardy to human health and 
safety; and symptoms and complaints following the odorant spill 
of November 2017. Requesting safety conditions including (1) 
24/7 emissions monitoring using up-to-date laser-based 
equipment; (2) annual compliance inspections by the OZA and 
Petroleum Administrator; (3) mandatory periodic Review of 
Conditions by the ZA on a 5 year cycle to allow for updating of ZA 
assigned conditions of use; and (4) a clear emergency and 
accident reporting plan by which the oil company must notify 
LAFD, LAPD, the Petroleum Administrator, and Council District 5.

May 15, 2018

Email from Lee Rosenbaum and Joe Epstein, requesting a denial 
of the application for gas flare; concerns about greenhouse gas

May 15, 2018
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emissions and harmful pollutants within 900 feet of schools, 
playgrounds, homes and businesses. References the West 
Adams case.

May 15, 2018 Email from Libby Lieber, requesting the business use appropriate 
contamination containment in their plan for a lifetime. Rancho Park 
is the major park in the area and draws families all year round for 
swimming, picnics, roaming, birthday parties, new equipment 
usage, preschool housing. We should not have a source of 
contamination so close to all those using the park and those in the 
neighborhood.

May 16, 2018 Email from Cheir Reif, requesting a denial of the plan approval 
application, removal of emissions control device immediately, 
denial of CEQA exemptions. The family attends the Temple Isaiah 
and Overland Elementary, walk around Cheviot Park and Palm 
Park daily, frequent local businesses around the park. Does not 
want additional greenhouse gases and pollutants and fire risk. 
References the mercaptan spill, fire/explosion in 1977,
Site in West Adams.

Murphy

May 16, 2018 Email and letter from Greg Kaufman, requesting the Ci 
the following safety measures: (1) 24/7 emissions monitoring 
using up-to-date laser-based detection systems; (2) annual 
compliance inspections by the Zoning Administrator and 
Petroleum Administrator; (3) mandatory periodic Reviews of 
Conditions by the Zoning Administrator on a 5-year cycle; (4) 
creation and implementation of an emergency accident reporting 
plan that requires the operating oil company to report 
emergencies/accidents to LAFD, LAPD, the Petroleum 
Administrator, and Council office. Usage of the gas flare creates 
significant environmental considerations to the dense nearby 
community including nearby schools and children. The applicant 
has been under investigation for multiple violations including the 
mercaptan spill. Refers to the Murphy Drill Site decision.

require

May 16, 2018 Letter from Elizabeth Plott Tyler, expressing opposition of HBOC 
burning natural gas at the drill site due to safety issues, health 
issues, location in residential neighborhood, and previous safety 
violations.

May 16, 2018 Email from Scott Silver, noting previous letters and emails have 
been referred to under different case number. Requesting the 
correspondence relating to “Rancho Park” and “ZA-1958” be 
added to the case file.

May 17, 2018 Email from Christina Kim, requesting the denial of the gas flare
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installation. The gas flare will emit greenhouse gases and harmful 
pollutants hundreds of feet away from the school and park.

May 17, 2018 Email and Letter from Westside Neighborhood Council (Terri 
Tippit), regarding motion to request the denial of the plan approval 
application so that the emissions control device will be removed. 
Requests the City require the following safety measures: (1) 24/7 
emissions monitoring using up-to-date laser-based detection 
systems; (2) annual compliance inspections by the Zoning 
Administrator and Petroleum Administrator; (3) mandatory 
periodic Reviews of Conditions by the Zoning Administrator on a 
5-year cycle; (4) creation and implementation of an emergency 
accident reporting plan that requires the operating oil company to 
report emergencies/accidents to LAFD, LAPD, the Petroleum 
Administrator, and Council office. Concerns involve the level of 
emissions and fire safety the equipment will have on nearby 
residences, heavily-used park and golf course, schools, and 
synagogue surrounding the site. The emissions control device 
capacity is more than double the AQMD Permit restriction of 
400,000 cubic feet per day. The emissions control device is a 
waste of natural energy resource and creates needless 
greenhouse gas emissions and pollution. Supports Governor Jerry 
Brown and UN Secretary General and World Bank “Zero Routine 
Flaring by 2030” initiative to eliminate all routine flaring at well sites 
and to replace flaring with beneficial use of gas to produce 
electricity and fuels. References the Murphy Drill Site case that 
was denied and Fire Department concerns about installing the 
proposed burner close to residents, foul smells, toxic substances, 
possibility of windblown debris catching fire.

Email from Marie Clark, in opposition of application. There are 
multiple preschools and elementary schools just feet from this 
company. The facility and SoCalGas has underperformed in its 
responsibility to the community for the mercaptan leak. 
Requesting no CEQA exemptions.

May 17, 2018

May 24, 2018 Email and letter from Robert Keehn on behalf of the Cheviot Hills 
Homeowners’ Association (HOA) in opposition to the gas flare due 
to proximity to residences and schools. Concerns regarding foul 
smells, toxic substances, and possibility of windblown debris 
catching fire.

Email and letter from Anthony Grey, in opposition to the gas flare 
due to proximity to residences and school. Concerns regarding 
greenhouse gases, pollutants, and risks to public health and 
safety. References the Murphy Drill Site case in West Adams.

May 29, 2018
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July 30, 2018 Letter from Janice Jacobson, requesting denial of the CEQA 
exemption for any existing unapproved equipment and denial of 
the gas flare at Rancho Park. Requesting (1) 24/7 emissions 
monitoring using up-to-date laser-based detection systems; (2) 
annual compliance inspections by the Zoning Administrator and 
Petroleum Administrator; (3) mandatory periodic Reviews of 
Conditions by the Zoning Administrator on a 5-year cycle

September 11,2018 Letter and Change.org petition signed by approximately 641 
signatories. Requesting that the CEQA exemption and the plan 
approval to permit an emissions control device at the Rancho Park 
Drill Site be denied. Refers to the Murphy Drill Site decision. 
Concerns about the level of emissions and installation of a flare 
would constitute an industrial use that does not belong in a 
residential zone. The gas flare is not an emissions control device, 
it emits greenhouse gases and pollutants, its purpose is to allow 
for increased oil production, and is not needed by the applicant.

September 11,2018 Email and letter from Michael Salman summarizing cooperation 
between community leaders, CD5, and applicant towards a 
resolution. Supports applicant’s request to (1) withdraw emissions 
control device from application, and (2) assign 3 new conditions 
for emissions monitoring, annual inspections, and 
emergency/accident reporting to the City. References Murphy Drill 
Site case and mercaptan spill.

September 11, 2018 Email and letter from Scott Silver summarizing Change.org 
petition, coordination with Neighborhood Council, CD5, and 
neighborhood associations. Supports applicant’s request to (1) 
withdraw emissions control device from application, and (2) assign 
3 new conditions for emissions monitoring, annual inspections, 
and emergency/accident reporting to the City. References Murphy 
Drill Site case and mercaptan spill.

September 11, 2018 Email from Teri Cohan Link, supporting applicant’s request to (1) 
withdraw emissions control device from application, (2) assign 3 
new conditions for emissions monitoring, annual inspections, and 
emergency/accident reporting to the City, and (3) approval of 
existing microturbines to bring the site into full compliance. 
Requests improvements to Rancho Park.

September 11, 2018 Email and letter from Council District Office 5 (Paul Koretz) 
summarizing cooperation between community leaders, CD5, and 
applicant. Supports applicant’s request to withdraw emissions 
control device from application. Requesting to assign 3 new 
conditions to the drill site for (1) air emissions monitoring and 
reporting, (2) annual inspections, (3) supplemental emergency
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reporting.

September 11,2018 Email from Glen Friedman, supporting applicant’s request to (1) 
withdraw emissions control device from application, (2) assign 3 
new conditions for emissions monitoring, annual inspections, and 
emergency/accident reporting to the City, and (3) approval of 
existing microturbines to bring the site into full compliance.

September 12, 2018 Email from Robert Keehn, supporting applicant’s request to (1) 
withdraw emissions control device from application, (2) assign 3 
new conditions for emissions monitoring, annual inspections, and 
emergency/accident reporting to the City, and (3) approval of 
existing microturbines to bring the site into full compliance.

September 12, 2018 Email from Jane Wishon, supporting applicant’s request to (1) 
withdraw emissions control device from application, (2) assign 3 
new conditions for emissions monitoring, annual inspections, and 
emergency/accident reporting to the City, and (3) approval of 
existing microturbines to bring the site into full compliance.

Undated Letter from Michael Schlesinger, in opposition of the gas flare at 
this location in the middle of a residential area. Children and 
families are being exposed to the health hazards including fire 
hazard and emissions.

STAFF REVIEW OF COMPLIANCE WITH CONDITIONS
At the request of Planning Staff, a condition compliance report was submitted to the case 
file. The following identifies the degree of compliance with the conditions of Case No. ZA- 
14560 based upon testimony at the public hearing, planning staff's visit to the site, and 
information in the case file:

[Note: The Zoning Administrator’s response to each comments is in BOLD Italics.]

That all the conditions set forth in Section 13.01-E, 2, as restated in Ordinance No. 
109,732, as well as Condition Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 17, 18, 22, 33, 37, 40, 43, 47, 
49,54, and 59 of Subsection F of Section 13.01 of the Municipal Code are included 
in and by reference made a part of this approval and shall be complied with to the 
same extent as if herein restated in detail.

1.

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 1: That all pumping units established in said district 
shall be installed in pits so that no parts thereof will be above the surface of the 
ground.

COMMENT: Not applicable. The facility does not have traditional “pumping units.” 
All of the wells are below grade in well cellars. See letter to Mr. Shawn Eshbach, 
LADBS, email from Mr. Brian Flauff, Code Enforcement Bureau, dated March 9,
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2018 and HBOC Rancho Park Binder No. 1. (Meets objective as no parts are 
above grade.)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 3: That the operator of any well or wells in the district 
shall post in the Office of Zoning Administration a $5,000 corporate surety bond 
conditioned upon the faithful performance of all provisions of this article and any 
conditions prescribed by a Zoning Administrator. No extension of time that may 
be granted by a Zoning Administrator, or change of specifications or requirements 
that may be approved or required by him or her or by any other officer or 
department of the City, or other alteration, modification or waiver affecting any of 
the obligations of the grantee made by any City authority shall be deemed to 
exonerate either the grantee or the surety on any bond posted as required in this 
article.

COMMENT: In compliance. The well was drilled many years ago in compliance 
with this requirement. (Agreed.)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 4: That the operators shall remove the derrick from 
each well within thirty (30) days after the drilling of said well has been completed, 
and thereafter, when necessary, such completed wells shall be serviced by 
portable derricks.

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. For 
servicing, portable production rigs are used. (Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 5: That the drilling site shall be fenced or landscaped 
as prescribed by the Zoning Administrator.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site is fenced and landscaped. See photographs. 
(Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 8: That adequate firefighting apparatus and supplies, 
approved by the Fire Department, shall be maintained on the drilling site at all 
times during drilling and production operations.

COMMENT: In compliance. The Fire Department and the Department of Building 
and Safety have both approved the site’s fire systems, and regular inspections and 
testing are performed in compliance with the Chiefs Regulation 4. See letter to Mr. 
Shawn Eshbach, LADBS, dated June 30, 2017, email from Mr. Brian Hauff, Code 
Enforcement Bureau, dated March 9,2018, HBOC Rancho Park Binders No. 2 and 
3 and 2017-: LADBS Permit and Inspection Reports. (Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 9: no refining process or any process for the 
extraction of products from natural gas shall be carried on at a drilling site.

COMMENT: Not applicable. The facility does not perform refining. (Agreed)
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LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 17: That any person requesting a determination by 
the Zoning Administrator prescribing the conditions under which oil drilling and 
production operations shall be conducted as provided in Subsection H, shall agree 
in writing on behalf of him or herself and his or her successors or assigns, to be 
bound by all of the terms and conditions of this article and any conditions 
prescribed by written determination by the Zoning Administrator; provided, 
however, that the agreement in writing shall not be construed to prevent the 
applicant or his or her successors or assigns from applying at any time for 
amendments pursuant to this Article or to the conditions prescribed by the Zoning 
Administrator, or from applying for the creation of a new district or an extension of 
time for drilling or production operations.

COMMENT: HBOC has agreed to be bound by the terms and conditions of the 
Zoning Administrator’s approvals. (LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 17 has been 
incorporated into Condition No. 6 of this determination.)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 18: That all production equipment used shall be so 
constructed and operated that no noise, vibration, dust, odor or other harmful or 
annoying substances or effect which can be eliminated or diminished by the use 
of greater care shall ever be permitted to result from production operations carried 
on at any drilling site or from anything incident thereto to the injury or annoyance 
of persons living in the vicinity; nor shall the site or structures thereon be permitted 
to become dilapidated, unsightly or unsafe. Proven technological improvements in 
methods of production shall he adopted as they, from time to time, become 
available if capable of reducing factors of nuisance or annoyance.

COMMENT: In compliance. (Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 22: Upon the completion of the drilling of a well the 
premises shall be placed in a clean condition and shall be landscaped with planting 
of shrubbery so as to screen from public view as far as possible, the tanks and 
other permanent equipment, such landscaping and shrubbery to be kept in good 
condition.

COMMENT: In compliance. (Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 33: That drilling operations shall be commenced 
within 90 days from the effective date the written determination is made by the 
Zoning Administrator or Area Planning Commission, or within any additional period 
as the Zoning Administrator may, for good cause, allow and thereafter shall be 
prosecuted diligently to completion or else abandoned strictly as required by law 
and the premises restored to their original condition as nearly as practicable as 
can be done. If a producing well is not secured within eight months, the well shall 
be abandoned and the premises restored to its original condition, as nearly as 
practicable as can be done. The Zoning Administrator, for good cause, shall allow 
additional time for the completion of the well.
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COMMENT: In compliance. The wells were drilled many years ago in compliance 
with this requirement. (Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 37: All waste substances such as drilling muds, oil, 
brine or acids produced or used in connection with oil drilling operations or oil 
production shall be retained in water-tight receptors from which they may be piped 
or hauled for terminal disposal in a dumping area specifically approved for such 
disposal by the Los Angeles Regional Water Pollution Control Board No. 4.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site is in compliance with all applicable 
environmental requirements for disposal of waste substances used in connection 
with oil production. See Inspection Report from LA County Fire Department - 
Health Hazardous Materials Division dated June 29, 2017 and email from LA 
Sanitation Watershed Protection Division dated September 14, 2017.

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 40: The Department of Water and Power of the City 
of Los Angeles shall be permitted to review and inspect methods used in the drilling 
and producing operations and in the disposal of waste, and shall 
require changes necessary for the full protection of the public water supply.

COMMENT: In compliance. The Department of Water and Power may review and 
inspect the site as needed. (Agreed)

the right to

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 43: That drilling, pumping and other power 
operations shall at all times be carried on only by electrical power and that such 
power shall not be generated on the controlled drilling site or in the district.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site is operated using electric power, using micro
turbines approved by the City in 1996. The site is also on the Department of Water 
and Power grid. See ZA Case No. 14422, and building permits 95LA43841 and 
96LA49455. HBOC seeks, with this Plan Approval, to modify this condition 
consistent with the City’s prior approvals as described in Attachment B submitted 
with application package. (Not in agreement; the operator will achievement 
compliance upon approval of the Plan Approval request)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 47: That all parts of the derrick above the derrick 
floor not reasonably necessary for ingress and egress including the elevated 
portion thereof used as a hoist, shall be enclosed with fire-resistive soundproofing 
material approved by the Fire Department, and the same shall be painted or 
stained so as to render the appearance of said derrick as unobtrusive as 
practicable.

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed, 
this matter will be addressed if a request for further drilling is pursued 
pursuant to L.A.M.C. 13.01-H.)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 49: That no materials, equipment, tools or pipe used
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for either drilling or production operations shall be delivered to or removed from 
the controlled drilling site except between the hours of 8:00 o’ clock a.m. and 6:00 
o clock p.m., on any day, except in case of emergency incident to unforeseen 
drilling or production operations, and then only when permission in writing has 
been previously obtained from the Administrator

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. Materials, 
equipment, tools or pipe used for production operations are delivered to the site 
only between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. (Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 54: That there shall be no tanks or other facilities for 
the storage of oil erected or maintained on the premises and that all oil products 
shall be transported from the drilling site by means of an underground pipe line 
connected directly with the production pump without venting products to the 
atmospheric pressure at the production site.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site transports oil products by means of 
underground pipelines, and gas on the site is piped to the local utility’s onsite 
equipment or used in the microturbines for energy production. The site’s existing 
tanks were authorized by the LADBS. See letter to Mr. Shawn Eshbach, LADBS, 
dated June 30,2017, email from Mr. Brian Hauff, Code Enforcement Bureau, dated 
March 9, 2018, HBOC Rancho Park Binder No. 1 and LADBS Permit and 
Inspection Reports. (Agreed)

LAMC 13.01-F Condition No. 59: That suitable and adequate sanitary toilet and 
washing facilities shall be installed and maintained in a clean and sanitary 
condition at all times.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site’s toilet and washing facilities are properly 
maintained. (Agreed)

That the portion of the drill site on which the derrick and drilling equipment for all 
oil wells to be drilled on the site are to be located, other than the transformers and 
electrical converting equipment, shall be graded down to an elevation which is in 
no event higher than the 205 ft. contour as shown on the Drainage Map No. 519 
on file in the City Engineer’s Office, and in no event shall the base of any derrick 
used in the drilling operations project above the 205 ft. contour as shown on said 
drainage map. Furthermore, that the derrick utilized for drilling operations shall in 
no event exceed in height the standard so-called 136 ft. derrick of the American 
Petroleum Institute nor shall the over-all gross height of said derrick and acoustical 
quilt covering the same exceed a height of 140 ft. above the 205 ft. contour referred 
to above. It is understood that the standard 136 ft. derrick used in this operation 
shall be shortened by redesigning to meet the height limitation specified above and 
shall not employ the usual “gin pole house” extending above the crown block and 
upper platform. Tanks and other equipment and buildings used in drilling and 
production activities shall be located in the ravine area on or adjacent to the graded 
portion of the drill site specified above, with no portion of said tanks, equipment or

2.
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buildings, other than the upper portion of the derrick and any future portable drilling 
mast used for servicing activities, extending above the 230 ft. contour as shown 
on said Drainage Map No. 519.

COMMENT: Not applicable. Currently, no drilling is ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

3. That in addition to soundproofing the derrick and other structures aa required by 
Condition No. 47 of said Section 13.01-F, soundproofing shall also be provided for 
the electrical distribution center and control house containing automatic electric 
switches and for the engine and mud pumps; and that the manner in which the 
soundproofing is to be accomplished, including a plot plan specifying location of 
involved buildings or structures and tanks, landscaping of premises, location and 
type of surfacing on access driveways and other details for the development of the 
site, shall be submitted to and approved by the Zoning Administrator prior to the 
Issuance of the drilling permit for each of the proposed wells; said soundproofing 
material an required above to be of a fire resistive typo approved by the Dos 
Angeles Fire Department.

COMMENT: In compliance. The Zoning Administration had previously approved 
the plot plan prior to the issuance of drilling permits. Currently no drilling is ongoing 
at the site. See 2017-2018 Permit and Inspection Reports. (Agreed)

That the entire controlled drilling site shall be enclosed with an ornamental 
masonry or ornamental painted board fence having a height of at least 6 ft. above 
the highest ground elevation adjacent thereto, and that the area immediately 
adjacent to the drill site and outside of the enclosing fence or wall shall be 
adequately planted and maintained In a manner compatible with adjacent surface 
uses of the Rancho Public Park and Playground and so as to effectively screen all 
operations except the upper portion of the soundproof derrick from any adjacent 
public streets or residential areas. Furthermore, that as part of the landscaping 
treatment required by Subsection (0 of Section 13.01-E, 2 of the Municipal Code, 
tall trees at least 60 ft. in height at the time of transplanting, such as Washingtonia 
palms or Canary Island pines, shall be planted around the borders of the drilling 
site at the highest ground level possible and placed In such positions with relation 
to the existing eucalyptus trees now occupying portions of the adjoining property 
as to effectively screen out and eliminate the conspicuousness of the lower half of 
the derrick from adjacent residential districts. The over-all landscaping plan shall 
be first submitted to and approved by the Department of Recreation and Parks 
before being submitted to the Zoning Administrator for approval. The Administrator 
reserves the right after approving plans for the landscape treatment to specify the 
transplanting of additional trees at various strategic locations upon adjoining 
property if, after the derrick has been erected, observation indicates that such 
additional trees would assist in accomplishing the screening effect desired.

4.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site’s fencing and landscaping has been 
previously approved and properly maintained to screen the site from public streets 
and residential areas. See photographs. (Agreed)
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That the applicants and operators of the drilling operations herein authorized shall 
employ the services of a recognized expert in camouflage to design a treatment 
for the upper portions of the soundproofed derrick which will extend above the 
existing trees or trees to be planted around the edge of the drilling site and which 
treatment by painting or other devices on the derrick cover will make the upper 
portion of the derrick cover, as seen from adjacent residential districts, appear to 
be part of the tree planting surrounding the drilling site or appear to be an attractive 
monument rather than a covered oil derrick. The designs of such camouflage 
treatment shall be submitted to the Administrator for approval with plane for 
soundproofing the derrick, and thereafter the upper portions of the derrick shall be 
treated and maintained in the manner suggested and approved, all of which shall 
be designed to eliminate as far as practical the conspicuousness of the derrick 
from the adjacent residential areas. It is understood that the sane type of derrick 
design and camouflage treatment thereof heretofore approved for the companion 
drilling operation on the Hillcrest Country Club under Z. A. Case No. 14422 may 
fee utilized on the drilling site here in question. However, the Zoning Administrator, 
after having an opportunity to view the Hillcrest Country Club operation may 
require changes or modifications in the installation on the subject property if it 
appears that the objective has not been obtained in the design and treatment of 
the installations on said Hillcrest property.

5.

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

The drilling of the wells shall be conducted in accordance with good oil field 
practice and the latest techniques and refinements in equipment and materials 
shall be used.

6.

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

The latest and most effective blow-out prevention equipment shall be installed and 
maintained in connection with the drilling of any well.

7.

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

That as a further amplification of Condition Mo. 49 of Section 13.01-F of the 
Municipal Code, except for actual drilling and production operations, no work shall 
be conducted on the property between the hours of 6 p.m. of one day and 8 a.m. 
of the following day or on Sundays.

8.

COMMENT: In compliance. No work is conducted at the site between 6:00 p.m. 
and 8:00 a.m. or on Sundays. (Agreed)

That in no event shall drilling operations be carried on or conducted on said drill 
site in connection with more than one well at a time. Furthermore, that prior to the 
approval or issuance of Fire Department permits for each well to be drilled upon 
the subject site, there shall be supplied to the Zoning Administrator a map showing

9.
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the general direction and general bottom hole location of said proposed well so 
that proper records can be kept as to the number of wells bottomed and completed 
under said district in compliance with the terms of this grant and the provisions of 
Paragraph (c), Section 13.01-E, 2 of the Municipal Code. Furthermore, the 
applicant or operators of the oil drilling activities herein authorized, upon request 
by the Zoning Administrator, shall furnish such additional information concerning 
the status, exact bottom hole location, productivity, etc., of the various wells drilled 
from the property, as to enable the Administrator to properly and intelligently 
administer the oil drilling regulations in this area; said information to be either 
verbal or in writing and to be kept confidential by the Administrator if so desired by 
the applicant.

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

10. A parking area shall be provided either inside the actual drilling site or immediately 
adjacent thereto on the existing parking lot for maintenance and service employees 
of the Rancho Park and Playground for use by automobiles of employees and 
other vehicles employed in the drilling and maintenance of the oil wells on the 
property. The driveway providing the principal means of access to the controlled 
drilling site shall enter the property from either the driveway from Motor Avenue 
leading to the maintenance and service yard or from a new driveway leading to 
Pico Boulevard, with no such driveway entering the property from Patricia Avenue 
and that said driveway, together with any other driveways necessary on the drilling 
site, a« well as the required employee parking area, shall be paved with rock and 
oil or asphaltic paving materials suitable to withstand heavy trucking operations. 
Furthermore, that all such driveways and parking areas shall be regularly washed 
down, swept or otherwise kept free of accumulated cement, dust or other materials 
which would produce dust in the use of said facilities.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site’s parking area complies with this condition. 
See photographs. (Agreed)

That if any of the wells hereby authorized are successful and are to be maintained 
as producing wells and are repaired to be pumped, then said wells shall be 
equipped with Kobe or comparable producing units which shall be placed in pits or 
cellars below the surface of the ground so that no visible pumping units will be 
above the ground adjacent to the surface location of the wells and that wells shall 
be serviced with only portable type equipment. Furthermore, that the triplex pump 
units necessary to operate the Kobe or comparable oil well pumping units, as well 
as the compressors for compressing the gas to meet pipeline specifications, shall

been acoustically treated so as to

11.

housed in substantial buildings which 
fee substantially soundproofed.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site’s wells are located in well cellars below grade 
and the associated equipment is appropriately soundproofed. See letter to Mr. 
Shawn Eshbach, LADBS, dated June 30, 2017, email from Mr. Brian Hauff, Code 
Enforcement Bureau, dated March 9, 2018, and HBOC Rancho Park Binder No.
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1. (Agreed)

That all oil and gas produced from the wells on the property shall be transported 
from the drilling- site only by means of underground pipeline connected, if at all 
practical, directly with the producing pump without venting products to the 
atmospheric pressure at the production site and in no event shall there be any 
storage or treatment facilities on the property other than necessary to conform 
production to pipeline requirements. In no event shall more than three-day storage 
or two 1,000-barrel tanks, whichever is greater, be erected or maintained on the 
property. Furthermore, that said production tanks shall be so placed and located 
with respect to embankments created by grading the property or enclosing fixtures 
surrounding the site as to not be visible to persons on adjacent public streets or 
from adjacent residential property having approximately the same ground level 
elevation as the average ground level surrounding the drilling site.

12.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site transports oil products by means of 
underground pipelines, and gas on the site is piped to the local utility’s onsite 
equipment or used in the microturbines for energy production. The site’s existing 
tanks were authorized by the LADBS. See letter to Mr. Shawn Eshbach, LADBS, 
dated June 30,2017, email from Mr. Brian Hauff, Code Enforcement Bureau, dated 
March 9, 2018, HBOC Rancho Park Binders No. 1, No. 2, No. 3,. And No.4, and 
2017-2018 LADBS Permit and Inspection Reports. (Agreed)

That in view of the pending civil action under Superior Court Case No. 685476 
seeking an injunction to prevent drilling for oil cm the subject property which may 
possibly cause a desire of the applicant to delay the start of drilling operations until 
a judgment has been entered in said civil action, the Zoning Administrator hereby 
extends the period within which drilling operations must start as set forth in 
Condition 80. 33 of Section 13.01-F of the Municipal Code; said extended pried to 
be 60 days from the date of final judgment in said court case. As a further 
qualification and refinement of Condition No. 33 of said Section 13.01-F, it shall be 
understood that, in order to be considered a producing well, the well shall produce 
oil, gas, or other hydrocarbon substances to a total value of at least twenty-five 
dollars ($25.00) per day.

13.

COMMENT: In compliance. This condition was satisfied when the facility was first 
established. (Agreed)

All tools, pipe and other equipment in connection with the drilling and production 
activities shall be stores and kept on the drilling site within the fenced and 
landscaped enclosure.

14.

COMMENT: In compliance. See photographs. (Agreed)

That in no event shall there be any development or production of oil from or above 
the producing horizon in the Beverly Oil Field, as determined by production from 
said field on the second day of June 1953.

15.
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COMMENT: In compliance. This condition was satisfied when the facility was first 
established. (Agreed)

After completing the first test well, the bores of additional wells within the drilling 
site shall be projected directionally under District No. U-9 so that a complete and 
adequate test of the location, extent, character, density and productivity of any 
deeper producing oil zones below the Beverly Oil Field referred to above in No. 15 
may be had from the single drill site area. Said additional wells shall be drilled with 
due diligence so as to complete the total number of wells herein authorized to be 
bottomed under said district No. U-9 within the shortest possible time, utilizing only 
one oil drilling derrick for said operations. It is understood that there need not be 
drilled one well for each 5 acres as authorized, if the applicant lessee determines 
a fewer number would adequately drain the producing zones encountered. 
Furthermore, that upon completion of each well, the derrick shall be removed or 
moved to the site for a new well in the drilling site and work started towards drilling 
said now well within the 30-day period or referred to in Condition No. 4, Section 
13.01-F, to the end that the derrick and drilling operations will be removed and 
discontinued on the site in the shortest period of time possible.

16.

COMMENT: In compliance. This condition was satisfied when the facility was first 
established. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

That any owner, lessee or permittee and their successors and assigns, as well as 
the concern which is to actually do the drilling work, if different than the above, 
must at all times be insured to the extent of $1,000,000 against liability in tort and 
public liability and property damage arising from drilling or production, or activities 
or operations incident thereto, conducted or carried on under or by virtue of the 
conditions prescribed for this district and by written determination by the 
Administrator as provided in Subsection U of Section 13.01 of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code. The policy of insurance issued pursuant hereto shall be subject 
to the approval of the City Attorney and duplicates shall be furnished to him. Each 
such policy shall be conditioned or endorsed to cover such agents, lessees, or 
representatives of the owner, lessee, or permittee as may actually conduct drilling, 
production or incidental operations permitted by such written determinations by the 
Administrator. A certificate of insurance to the above effect, giving the name of the 
insurance carrier and its address and a sworn statement that such insurance will 
be maintained in full force and effect, shall be furnished with the Zoning 
Administrator before any permits are issued.

17.

COMMENT: In compliance. Compliance with insurance and surety requirements 
has been confirmed by City. See Certificate of Liability Insurance.

That the surety bond in the sum of $5,000 required by Condition No. 3 of the above- 
mentioned Subsection F and Condition (g) under Section 13.01-E, 2 of the 
Municipal Code shall be approved by the City Attorney, executed by both the 
applicant and any lessee who is to do the actual oil drilling and filed with the Zoning

18.
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Administrator before any permit is issued.

COMMENT: In compliance. The wells were drilled many years ago in compliance 
with this requirement. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

19. The operator, after drilling each well to a depth of approximately 2,000 feet, shall 
take an electric log of the well to that depth, analyze the log and provide the 
Department of Water and Power of the City of Los Angeles with a copy of said log, 
together with its interpretation, showing aquifers and an estimate of the salinity of 
all waters encountered. From the information so obtained, a joint determination 
shall be made of the required depth at which the surface casing shall be cemented. 
Sufficient cement shall be used to reach the ground surface behind the surface 
casing. On completion of the drilling program, another log shall be taken and 
analyzed and, if necessary, additional steps shall be taken to prevent the vertical 
movement of brine into fresh water zones. In the event no commercial production 
of oil is obtained, cement plugs shall be used to protect all fresh water in 
abandonment of the well. A conference between the operator and officials of the 
Department of Water and Power may waive the requirement for a log on each well, 
if sufficient sub-surface data is obtained from previous logs to permit it to carry out 
the purpose of this condition.

COMMENT: Not applicable. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Agreed)

20. That the public water supply system on the property shall be protected against 
backflow where necessary in a manner acceptable to the Departments of Health 
and Water and Power and meeting the requirements of the Uniform Plumbing 
Code. Furthermore, representatives of the said Departments may enter upon the 
premises at any reasonable time for routine investigation of operations. Any 
necessary changes that may be ordered in operations and/or facilities shall be 
made within a reasonable time as determined by the Investigator.

COMMENT: In compliance. Consistent with direction from LADBS in 2017, the 
site’s water supply system has been updated to comply with current standards. 
See letter to Mr. Shawn Eshbach, LADBS, dated June 30, 2017, email from Mr. 
Brian Hauff, Code Enforcement Bureau, dated March 9, 2018, and 2017-2018 
LADBS Permit and Inspection Reports.

That the drilling site and approaches thereto shall at all times be kept clean, neat 
appearing condition free from weeds and debris, other than necessary and 
incidental drilling equipment and supplies and shall be effectively landscaped and 
maintained as required under various applicable conditions heretofore mentioned 
and in compliance with plans approved by the Zoning Administrator.

21.

Furthermore, that upon completion of the drilling operations, all equipment and 
supplies, except that actually necessary in production work and as specified on 
plans for the installation of the various production facilities and devices, shall be 
removed from the property so that, as far as practicable, there be no evidence
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above the ground of the presence of the oil producing facilities in the pits and 
cellars heretofore specified.

COMMENT: In compliance. The site is properly maintained, including fencing and 
landscaping which serves to screen the site from public streets and residential 
areas. See photographs. (Agreed)

22. That the Zoning Administrator reserves the right to impose additional conditions or 
require corrective measures to be taken if he finds after actual observation or 
experience with drilling one or more of the wells on the adjacent Hillcrest Country 
Club property or this subject Rancho Park and Playground property that additional 
conditions are necessary to afford greater protection to surrounding residential 
property as intended by the provisions of Section 13.01 of the Municipal Code, as 
well as the conditions set forth in Ordinance No. 109,732.

COMMENT: Not applicable. The ZA has not sought to impose additional conditions 
pursuant to this condition. No drilling is currently ongoing at the site. (Not in 
agreement; the Zoning Administrator is notin agreement with the applicant’s 
comments. Additional conditions are being imposed on the oil drilling 
operations. The new conditions reflect the current practices of the Office of 
Zoning Administration to protect the City’s interest and current oil drilling 
practices to safe guard communities near oil drilling facilities.

MANDATED FINDINGS

The subject property, known as the Rancho Park Drill Site, is located within the 
Rancho Park Public Golf Course and owned by the Department of Recreation and 
Parks. The Golf Course site has a frontage of approximately 3,000 feet on the 
south side of Pico Boulevard, a frontage of approximately 2,500 feet on the east 
side of Patricia Avenue, a partial frontage of approximately 1,300 feet on the north 
side of Lorenzo Place, and a frontage of approximately 2,500 feet on the west side 
of Motor Avenue. The drill site is located on a level, 1.93-acre, portion of land within 
the Rancho Park Public Golf Course, which is a rectangular-shaped property, 
comprised of two lots, on the south side of Pico Boulevard, east side of Patricia 
Avenue, north side of Lorenzo Place, and west side of Motor Avenue. The nearest 
residential uses are located on the west side of Patricia Avenue, south side of 
Lorenzo Place, and behind a commercial corridor on the north side of Pico 
Boulevard, with the Hillcrest Country Club on the east side of Motor Avenue.

1.

The 1.93-acre site is improved with an oil drilling facility that was authorized in 
1958 to service Urbanized Oil Drilling District No. U-9. Since the initial 
approval to operate, the subject oil drilling facility has operated with few 
documented modifications, enhancements, or changes, with the exception of the 
intensification and changes approved in the prior Plan Approval grants. Presently, 
the Rancho Park Drill Site consists of tanks and vessels, well cellars, pumps, 
generators, compressors, operational buildings, and a parking area, and is 
surrounded by fencing and mature landscaping to screen operations from public
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view. The site is generally located in the middle of the park property, adjacent to 
RAP’s Maintenance Yard to the south, whose elevation is approximately 25 feet 
higher than the subject site, and adjacent to an access road and golf course fairway 
to the north, with the course elevation at approximately 10 feet lower than the 
subject site.

Since it was first authorized on March 11, 1958 under ZA Case No. 14560, the oil 
drilling and oil production facility has operated at the Rancho Park Drill Site 
property, with few documented modifications, enhancements, or changes, with the 
exception of the intensification and changes approved in the prior Plan Approval 
grants. These Plan Approval grants for Case No. ZA-14560 involve the drilling of 
the first oil well (issued April 10, 1958), landscaping and details of enclosing 
fixtures (April 11, 1958), the permanent installation of the drill site (September 25, 
1959), the installation of a glycol contactor within the tank farm area (November 7, 
1983), a 6-month temporary approval of the transfer of crude oil by truck (January 
25,1994), and the installation of a 400-barrel liquid storage tank (issued February 
11, 1994). Additional approvals were granted under separate Case No. ZA-21684 
for the resumption of drilling of oil wells on April 11, 1975.

2.

The review of the case file indicates that the operators of the drill site have failed 
to maintain full compliance with all of the Zoning Administrator's conditions of 
approval and requirements of the Los Angeles Municipal Code.

3.

On November 16, 2016, the Southern California Air Quality Management District 
("SCAQMD”) issued Permit No. G43693, A/N 531381 to Hillcrest Beverly Oil 
Corporation which allowed the installation and operation of an enclosed 
combustion system, Model CEB-1200 with an enclosed flare and burner. 
According to the equipment specifications for Model CEB-1200, the system 
measures 24 feet in height and weighs 8,300 pounds. Its footprint measures 5 feet, 
10 inches by six foot, 3 inches. City records indicate that the Operator did not 
obtain a permit from the Department of Building and Safety for the construction 
and inspection of the concrete pad to support the 8,300-pound combustion system, 
or for the structural installation of the equipment to ensure its stability. Through the 
Departments’ investigation and collaboration, further questions arose relative to 
the compliance of other on-site equipment and of the oil production operation with 
State and City regulations and with binding lease and entitlement conditions.

On February 15, 2017, the City Council of Los Angeles passed a motion directing 
City Departments to investigate the oil and gas drilling and production operation, 
as well as the installation of the CEB-1200 enclosed gas burner.

On March 8, 2017, State, County, and City officials attended an inspection of the 
Rancho Park Drill Site. Citations and violations were issued by Agencies requiring 
immediate correction and compliance. The site inspection, violations, and Agency 
findings are all documented in the Council File No. 17-0149 Report dated April 24, 
2017 (available in the case file).
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The joint-agency investigation led to several citations and orders to comply issued 
to the Operator to correct violations. A review of City records, on-site inspections 
and investigation of the operation to ascertain permit history and compliance with 
the City’s codes and regulations and conditions of approval on the operation, 
resulted in several violations found at the Drill Site. According to the binding 
Conditions of the Department of City Planning entitlement Case No. ZA-14560, the 
Department of Recreation and Parks lease agreements, and the joint-agency 
investigations findings, it was concluded that the Operator was not in full 
compliance with the conditions set forth in the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the 
binding Conditions of Approvals, and Lease Agreements. Since then, the operator 
has corrected the outstanding issues per the Department of Building and Safety 
and the Fire Department.

4. In its February 1, 2019 letter, the Department of Public Works Petroleum 
Administrator’s Office noted the Department of City Planning’s request to evaluate 
the zoning application filed by the operator. The Petroleum Administrator issued 
its report which listed its findings and recommendations related to the Rancho Park 
Oil Drill Site. The Petroleum Administrator has asked the Office of Zoning 
Administration to consider the following recommendations: 1) the approval of the 
micro-turbine equipment, 2) an annual reporting of the status of the site equipment, 
3) Petroleum Administrator compliance and monitoring oversight, and 4) three- 
year technology assessment reporting. The Zoning Administrator agrees with the 
recommendations and has incorporated them into the conditions of approval and 
will refer the possible violations mentioned above to the Environmental Justice Unit 
of the City Attorney's Office.

While several Plan Approval grants have been issued to the various operators over 
the years, a comprehensive monitoring and compliance program has not been in 
place. An awareness of the effects that urban oil drilling and production operations 
have on communities has grown in the interim and particularly over the last several 
years since the Rancho Park Oil Drill site was first authorized to operate. The 
technology used for oil drilling and production has advanced significantly over the 
years, and the measures to protect communities have advanced as well. A review 
and evaluation of the applicant’s request has resulted in an investigation of the 
industry’s best practices and technological advancements. [Refer to the Staff 
Review of Compliance with Conditions found above in this subject determination].

5.

Consequently, additional measures are being imposed to protect the surrounding 
community to make certain that the complete set of protections are appropriate 
and effective; thus, a requirement to file a Plan Approval is among the conditions 
of approval to review the protective measures and current practices 
imposed as a condition of approval.

are

Based on the review of the public records, site visits and the testimony from the 
public, and other evidence submitted to the record, it is hereby determined that the 
current conditions of approval imposed on the subject drill site are sufficient to 
preserve the health, safety and general welfare of the nearby residential

6.
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neighborhood. However, revisions have been made to the conditions of approval 
for the Rancho Park Oil Drill site operation in order improve the accountability in 
reporting, to reflect current conditions at the drill site and to reflect the current oil 
drilling best practices.

ADDITIONAL MANDATORY FINDINGS

The National Flood Insurance Program rate maps, which are a part of the Flood 
Hazard Management Specific Plan adopted by the City Council by Ordinance No. 
172,081, have been reviewed and it has been determined that this project is 
located outside the flood zone.

7.

On February 15. 2019 , the City of Los Angeles determined based on the whole of 
the administrative record, that the Project is exempt from the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section State 
CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Sections 15301 (Class 1), 15303 (Class 3), 15308 
(Class 8), 15311 (Class 11), and 15321 (Class 21), and City CEQA Guidelines, 
Article III, Section 1, Class 1-Category 1, Classl-Category 22, Class 3-Category 
4, Class 11-Category 6, Class 21-Category 2, and there is no substantial evidence 
demonstrating that an exception to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies.

8.

The project was found to be exempt based on the following:

Class 1 Category 1: Interior or exterior alterations, remodeling, or minor 
construction where there will be negligible or no expansion of use.

Class 1 Category 22: Granting or renewal of a variance or conditional use 
for a non-significant change of use in an existing facility.

Class 3 Category 4: Installation of new equipment and/or industrial facilities 
involving negligible or no expansion of use if required for safety, health, the 
public convenience, or environmental control.

Class 8: Actions taken by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or 
local ordinance, to assure the maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or 
protection of the environment where the regulatory process involves 
procedures for protection of the environment

Class 11 Category 6: Construction or placement of minor structures 
accessory to (appurtenant to) existing commercial, industrial, or institutional 
facilities.

Class 21 Category 2: The adoption of an administrative decision or order 
enforcing or revoking the lease, permit, license, certificate, or other 
entitlement for use or enforcing the general rule standard, or objective.
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Inquiries regarding this matter shall be directed to Connie Chauv, City Planning Associate 
for fhe Department of City Planning at (213) 978-0016.

THEODORE r. IRVING, A|CP 
Associate Zoning Administrator

cc: Councilmember Paul Koretz
Fifth District

Adjoining Property Owners
Vincent P. Bertoni, Director, Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
Uduak-Joe Ntuk, Petroleum Administrator,

Office of Petroleum and Natural Gas Administration and 
Ralph M. Terrazas, Fire Chief, Los Angeles Fire Department 
Michel Moore, Chief of Police, Los Angeles Police Department 
Frank Bush, General Manager, Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety 
Enrique C. Zaldivar, Director, Department of Public Works, Bureau of Sanitation 
Michael A. Shull, General Manager, Department of Parks and Recreation 
Nicki Carlsen, Alston & Bird, LLP

Attachment(s):
Rancho Park Drill Site Evaluation Report



FORM GEN. 160 {REV. 6-80)

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

BATE: February 1,2019

OF

TO: Theodore Irving, Zoning Administrator 
City of Los Angeles Planning Department

Uduak. Joe Ntuk, Petroleum Administrator 
Office of Petroleum & Natural Gas Administration & Safety

FROM:

Rancho Park Drill Site Evaluation Report (ZA-1958-14560-PAt)

This report is in response to the City of Los Angeles Planning Department’s request to 
evaluate the zoning application submitted for the Rancho Park Drill Site located at 10460 
West Pico Bivd., Los Angeles, CA 90064. The Office of Zoning Administration is 
conducting a Plan Approval of the sits to modify operating conditions imposed under (ZA- 
1958-14560-PA). The scope of this report is only to: (a) review the requested equipment 
modifications, and (b) provide recommendations for modified operating conditions,

L Findings

SUBJECT:

Based on the limited scope of evaluation, this report makes the following findings 
related to the Rancho Park Drill Site:

• The applicant requested to modify Condition 43 of Case No. 14560 to allow for the 
operation of four (4) small scale micro turbine power generators for produced gas 
handling.

• The operator requested the removal of consideration of the Emissions Control 
Device or CEB-1200 burner and flare unit in the plan approval evaluation. This 
equipment should not be considered for approval at the Rancho Park Drill Site.

It Background

The Rancho Park Drill Site is located on an irregularly-shaped parcel of land located on 
the south side of Pico Boulevard generally identified as the Rancho Park Public Golf 
Course, containing approximately 1.93 acres. It’s classified in the DS-1XL-0 Zone and is 
located in Urbanized Oil Drilling District No. 9 as established by Ordinance No. 109,732 
from July 24,1957.

The Department of Recreation and Parks signed Lease No, 94A on May 29, 1957 and 
Lease No. 110 on December 28, 1960 with Signal Oil and Gas Company for the oil and 
gas drilling and production use at the site. Leases were approved by Ordinance No 
117,492, and became effective on December 15, 1960. A 35-year extension to Lease 
Nos 94A and 110 was granted to a new operator, Hillcrest Beverly Oil Corporation, on 
April 4, 1994 by Ordinance No. 169,661. The extended leases were combined into one 
agreement, which became effective on June 1,1994 and are set to expire in 2027. The 
current operator is E & B Natural Resources, which has managed the facility on behalf of 
Hillcrest Beverly Oil Corporation since 2011.
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The land use approval was established at the same time as the initial lease execution. 
The existing oil drilling, exploratory testing, injection and production uses have been 
undertaken on the involved site since 1958 per the land use approval of Case ZA-14560 
dated March 11, 1958, which set methods and conditions for on-site drilling and 
production operations. Several subsequent Approval of Plans were issued; on November 
7, 1983 per Case No. ZV-1982-426, for the installation of a glycol contactor within the 
tank farm area to remove water and liquids from gas; on January 25, 1994, per Case No. 
ZA-14560 “Conditions Controlling Drilling and Production Operations”, for a 6-month 
temporary approval permitting the transfer of crude oil by truck in lieu of by underground 
pipeline; and on February 11, 1994, per Case No. ZA-14560(PAD), for the installation of 
a four hundred barrel (400 BBL) liquid storage tank having a two hundred fifty pound (250 
psi) pressure rating.

On March 1, 2018, Hillcrest Beverly Oil Corporation submitted a planning application 
which requested a plan approval for the addition of an Emissions Control Device and 
Modification of Operating Condition 43. The Office of Zoning Administration held a public 
hearing on April 26, 2018. The zoning administrator extended the comment period for the 
hearing until September 11, 2018. On September 11, 2018 the attorney on behalf of the 
operator submitted a letter requesting the removal of the CEB-1200 burner unit listed as 
the Emissions Control Device. However, they still wanted to proceed with the plan 
approval of modification of Condition 43 to approve the use of micro turbine generators 
for intermittent produced gas handling. The site currently has four (4) small scale micro 
turbine power generators for handing of produced natural gas.

Separately, the city became aware that the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD) had issued an operating permit (#3541) to the Southern California Gas 
Company for their equ ipment on site to comply with Rule 222. SCAQMD Rule 222(c)(25) 
Storage of Odorants for Natural Gas, Propane, or Oil is for equipment used exclusively 
for the storage of odorants for natural gas, propane, or oil odorant storage, with a hold 
capacity of less than 950 liters (251 gallons) and associated transfer and control 
equipment. The system was manufactured by YX Industries and contains Scentinel T- 
50 Gas Odorant, commonly known as mercaptan. Produced gas from oil wells does not 
naturally have any odor or smell. The odorant injection system is required to add the 
odorant by the California Public Utility Commission. This equipment was not previously 
disclosed to the City of Los Angeles and is not operated by E&B Natural Resources, nor 
Hillcrest Beverly Oil Corporation.

III. Recommendations

Approve the addition of micro turbine equipment
The four (4) small scale micro turbine power generators for handling of produced 
natural gas should be authorized at the site. The micro turbines safely process 
produced gas and have the beneficial use of producing power.

Annual reporting on the status of site equipment
The operator of equipment at the drill site should send an annual report each 
year to the zoning and petroleum administrators listing an inventory of equipment 
on site, any repair work, and/or maintenance done to keep the equipment in good 
condition at all times.

1.

2.
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3. Petroleum Administrator compliance and monitoring oversight
The City of Los Angeles recently restored the Petroleum Administrator to a full 
time position and created the Office of Petroleum and Natural Gas Administration 
and Safety. The Petroleum Administrator is a citywide resource that is available 
to provide technical advice, ongoing monitoring of conditions, regulatory 
compliance assessments, and annual reporting. The Petroleum Administrator 
can monitor and review the site’s operating conditions, meet with the operator, 
meet with local community members, and report back annually on the status of 
the drill site’s compliance with their specific operating conditions.

4. Three-Year technology assessment reporting
From time to time new technology becomes available to improve efficiency, safety, 
and reduce factors of nuisance or annoyance. A three-year technology 
assessment report should be provided to the zoning and petroleum administrators. 
It should be collaboratively generated by the operator with input from vendors, 
professionals, and community stakeholders to continue to identify better operating 
technologies, such as fence-line air monitoring, computer automation, new safety 
equipment, and/or other technological enhancements.

Disclaimer: If the scope of this request had been broader or if additional items were 
requested for evaluation, then the findings may have been different. There may also be 
additional records of the operations at this site that were not accessible for consideration 
in this report.

Should you have any questions about this report, please contact me at 
Uduak.Ntuk@lacity.org or via phone at (213) 978-1697.

Attachments:
SCAQMD Permit #3541 and Registration Forms 
Alston & Bird September 11,2018 Letter 
NJEX Odorization System Equipment Brochure 
Scentinel T-50 Gas Odorant Specification Sheet

Kevin James, Board of Public Works President 
Fernando Campos, Board of Public Works, Executive Officer 
Lisa Webber, Deputy Director of Planning Department 
Estineh Mailian, Interim Chief Zoning Administrator

CC:

mailto:Uduak.Ntuk@lacity.org


South Coast
Air Quality Management District
21865 Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4178 
(909) 396-2000 • www.aqmd.gov

I
South CoastAQMD

ID# 3541 
A/N 555334

SOUTHERN CALIF. GAS CO. 
9400 OAKDALE AVE. 
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311

Operating Parameters for Rule 222 

Storage of Odorants for Natural Gas, Propane or Oil

Retain these operating parameters and your fding receipt on site.

Operation of this equipment shall be conducted in compliance with all data and 
specifications submitted with the application under which this filing is issued unless 
otherwise noted below.

This equipment shall be properly maintained and kept in good operating condition at 
all times.

This equipment shall be used exclusively for the storage of odorants for natural gas, 
propane, or oil odorant storage.

The holding capacity of this equipment shall be less than 251 gallons (950 liters).

An identification tag or nameplate shall be displayed on the equipment to show the 
manufacturer, model number, and serial number (or any unique identifier). The tag or 
nameplate shall be affixed to the equipment in a permanent and conspicuous position.

1.

2.

4.

5.

1/22/14

Cleaning the air that breathe..."'

http://www.aqmd.gov


Mail To: 
SCAQMD 

P.0. Box 4944 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765-0944

South Coast Air Quality Management District

Form 222-OS
Registration for Storage of Odorants for Natural Gas, Propane or Oil

I
South Coast Tel: (909) 396-3385 

www.aqmd.govComplete one form per equipment.AQMD
Section A - Operator Information

2. Valid AQMD Facility ID
(Leave blank if a new business):

1. Facility Name (Business Name of Operator):

Southern California Gas Company (OM 5721)

3. Owner's Business Name (If different from Business Name of Operator): 3541

Section C - Business Mailing AddressSection B • Equipment Location Address
O Fixed Location

(For equipment operated at various locations, provide main facility address.) 

10460 West Pico Ave

O Various Location 5. Correspondence Information:
□ Check here if same as equipment location address 

9400 Oakdale Ave

4. Equipment Location Is:

Address
Chatsworth

Street Address 
Los Angeles CA 91311 

State Zip 
Fid Envtl Tm Ldr

90064CA
CityZipCity
Mary Hale 

Contact Name
(818)701-4539 

Phone#

E-Mail: MCHale@semprautilities.com

District Ops ManagerJohn Martinez
TitleTitleContact Name

(562) 806-4838
Phone#

E-Mail: JRMartinez@semprautilities.com

(562) 806-4840
Fax#Ext.Fax#ExL

Section D - Equipment Information

Rule 222(c)(25) STORAGE OF ODORANTS FOR NATURAL GAS, PROPANE, OR OIL is equipment used exclusively for 
the storage of odorants for natural gas, propane, or oil odorant storage, with a holding capacity of less than 950 liters (251 
gallons) and associated transfer and control equipment. (Amended May 3, 2013)

YZ IndustriesManufacturer:6.

Model No.:

Serial No.:

60 Gallons
Scentinel T-50 Gas Odorant

Storage Capacity: 

Type(s) of Odorant Stored: 

Type(s) of Fuel to be Odorized: 

Storage Location Coordinates:

Natural Gas

Longitude° Latitude

Fees are updated on July 1 of each year.
For current fees, please see Rule 301 or go to http://www.aqmd.Q0v/prdas/rule222.htm.

I hereby certify that all information contained herein and information submitted with this application are true and correctSection E • Authorization/Signature
8. Title of Responsible Official:7. Signature^ Responsible Official:

Field Operations Manager4L
10. Date:9. Print Name:\ 

Jon D. GaTcra Ikkhl
11. Check List: □ Authorized Signature/Date □ Fees Enclosed

E
APPLICATION TRACKING %'S- I EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CODE

75333 *
A R ENG. A R

DATE

VALIDATION.FEEAQMD 
USE ONLY

Oi O TRACKING #

ill DPI
CHECK'MONEY ORDER U AMOUNT

v^m/f \b?,
CLASS ASSIGNMENT

U
Unit Engineer

DATE

© South Coast Air Quality Management District, Rule 222 Registration Form (2013.05)

(^) 12)
{

http://www.aqmd.gov
mailto:MCHale@semprautilities.com
mailto:JRMartinez@semprautilities.com
http://www.aqmd.Q0v/prdas/rule222.htm


South Coast Air Quality Management District

Form 222-OS
Registration for Storage of Odorants for Natural Gas, Propane or Oil

Mall To: 
SCAQMD 

P.0. Box 4944 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765-0944

South Court Tel: (909)396-3385 
www.aqmd.govComplete one form per equipment.AQMD

Section A - Operator Information
1. Facility Name (Business Name of Operator): 2. Valid AQMD Facility ID 

(Leave blank if a new business):
Southern California Gas Company (OM 5721)

3. Owner's Business Name (If different from Business Name of Operator): 3541

Section B - Equipment Location Address Section C - Business Mailing Address
© Fixed Location O Various Location 

(For equipment operated at various locations, provide main facility address.)
4. Equipment Location Is: 5. Correspondence Information: 

l~~l Check here if same as equipment location address 

9400 Oakdale Ave10460 West Pico Ave
Street Address 
Los Angeles

Address
Chatsworth90064 CA 91311 

Slate Zip 
Fid Envtl Tm Ldr

., CA
City Zip City
John Martinez District Ops Manager Mary Hale 

Contact Name 
(818) 701-4539 

Phone #
E-Mail: MCHale@semprautilities.com

Contact Name
(562) 806-4838 

Phone #

E-Maik JRMattinez@semprautilities.corn

Title Title
(562) 806-4840

Fax#ExL Fax# Exl

Section D - Equipment Information

Rule 222(c)(25) STORAGE OF ODORANTS FOR NATURAL GAS, PROPANE, OR OIL is equipment used exclusively for 
(he storage of odorants for natural gas, propane, or oil odorant storage, with a holding capacity of less than 950 liters (251 
gallons) and associated transfer and control equipment. (Amended May 3, 2013)

Manufacturer: YZ lndustries6.

Model No.:_______________________

T/iA/K s«w*no.: 0A\S-7cjl_TMfc- j
60Storage Capacity: 

Type(s) of Odorant Stored: 

Type(s) of Fuel to be Odorized: 

Storage Location Coordinates:

Gallons
Scentlnel T-50 Gas Odorant

. Natural Gas

“Longitude“Latitude

Fees are updated on July 1 of each year.
For current fees, please see Rule 301 or go to hllD://www.aumd.aov/Drdas/rule222.hlm.

I hereby certify that ell Information contained herein end informotlon submilled with this application are hue and corroct.Section E ■ Authorlzatlon/Signature
8. Title of Responsible Official:7. Signature^ Responslbe Official:

Ik Field Operations Manager

10. Date:9. Print Name:\ 
Jon D. Garcia 7/Wo

11. Check Li6t: □ Authorized Signature/Date □ Fees Enclosed
VAUDATIONEQUIPMENT CATEGORY CODE FEEAPPLICATION TRACKINGSAQMD 

USE ONLY S

TRACKINGSCHECK/MONEY ORDERS AMOUNTASSIGNMENTCLASSENG.A RA R
JUni! EngineerDATEOATE

© South Coasl Air Quality Management District, Rule 222 Registration Form (2013.05)

http://www.aqmd.gov
mailto:MCHale@semprautilities.com
http://www.aumd.aov/Drdas/rule222.hlm


ALSTONS. BIRD
333 South Hope Street, 16th Floor 

Los Angeles, CA 90071-1410 

213-576-1000 | Fax: 213-576-1100

Nicki Carlsen Direct Dial: 213-576-1128 Email: nicki.carlsen@alston.com

September 11, 2018

Via Email

Office of Zoning Administration 
Connie Chauv, City Planning Associate 
(connie.chauv@lacity.org)
200 N. Spring St., Room 720/721 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rancho Park Oil and Gas Facility - 10460 West Pico Boulevard - Case No. 
ZA-1958-14560-PA1 - Withdrawal of ECD from Plan Approval Application

Re:

Dear Ms. Chauv:

On March 1, 2018, Hillcrest Beverly Oil Corporation ("HBOC") applied to the City 
of Los Angeles ("City") for a Plan Approval for an Ultra-Low Emissions Control Device 
("ECD") and for a modification to Condition 43 of Section 13.01-F of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code. With this letter, HBOC withdraws, without prejudice, the portion of 
the application that relates to the ECD. HBOC seeks a final ZA determination on the 
remainder of the Plan Approval application, the modification to Condition 43.

By way of background, the Zoning Administrator ("ZA") conducted a hearing on 
the application on April 26, 2018. Since the hearing, and based on input from the 
community and the Council Office for the 5th District ("CD5"), HBOC, in concert with 
CD5, community leaders, and the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
("SCAQMD")(collectively, the "stakeholders") has been investigating potential 
alternatives for the ECD, including SCAQMD's pilot programs and other innovations 
related to the management of associated gas. As such, HBOC requested that the ZA 
keep the record open, which the ZA agreed to do. The current closing date for the 
record is September 11, 2018.

Alston & Bird LLP www.alston.com

Atlanta | Beijing | Brussels | Charlotte | Dallas | Los Angeles | New York | Raleigh | San Francisco | Silicon Valley | Washington, D.C.

mailto:nicki.carlsen@alston.com
mailto:connie.chauv@lacity.org
http://www.alston.com
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While HBOC is continuing to investigate these alternatives, they are not without 
technical and economical challenges at the present time. Nonetheless, HBOC will 
continue to work together with key stakeholders to look for ways to overcome these 
challenges and advance the future implementation of alternative technologies. 
Separately, HBOC will remove the ECD from its Rancho Park facility within six months of 
the date of this letter.

Additionally, HBOC is working with stakeholders and the City regarding efforts to 
implement other measures related to annual inspections, emergency reporting and air 
quality monitoring. HBOC had, on April 26, 2018, submitted to the City a letter raising 
certain objections to the City's consideration of new conditions. While HBOC reserves its 
rights to revisit and raise those issues at a later date, HBOC now withdraws those 
objections as they relate to the proposed conditions contemplated below.

Annual inspections: HBOC agrees to a condition requiring the drill site and 
operations be inspected annually by the Petroleum Administrator, in concert with such 
other City agencies as the Petroleum Administrator and/or City Code deems necessary, 
in order to evaluate compliance with City Code, conditions assigned in ZA approvals, and 
City permits.

Supplemental emergency reporting: HBOC agrees to a condition that requires it 
to immediately notify appropriate City agencies and entities, including the Los Angeles 
Fire Department, the Petroleum Administrator, and the local City Council office, of any 
emergency or accident or spill that requires reporting to any State, County, or regional 
agency.

Air emissions monitoring and reporting: Finally, HBOC agrees to a condition 
requiring it to, within 6 months of the issuance of the ZA's determination letter, install 
and begin operating a fenceline emissions monitoring system using commercially 
available equipment that provides continuous monitoring and data recording of 
quantities of specified pollutants in a manner to be approved by the Petroleum 
Administrator.

Whether the additional procedures contemplated above take the form of 
conditions imposed by the ZA, or whether they are developed in collaboration with the 
City or other agencies thereafter, HBOC agrees in principle to their inclusion. All of these 
proposed conditions, as ultimately articulated by the City, must be reasonable and 
economically and technologically feasible. Additionally, the conditions may be replaced 
by any regulations adopted by the City that are substantially similar or relate to the 
proposed conditions. The conditions cannot be inconsistent with applicable federal, 
state or agency laws or rules.

HBOC recognizes the importance of working with the City to develop and refine 
the details of these proposed conditions so that all parties understand the
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requirements, and also recognizes that this process can take time. Therefore, rather 
than seek an additional continuance on the record while the proposals above are 
advanced, HBOC is demonstrating its good faith to work with the City and the 
community by both inviting the ZA to consider the proposed conditions, and 
withdrawing at this time HBOC's request for the ECD.

Please let me know if you have any questions or need further information.

Sincerely,

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Nicki Carlsen 
Maya Lopez Grasse

NC:dtc

Theodore Irving, Associate Zoning Administrator (theodore.irving@lacity.org) 
Uduak-Joe Ntuk, Petroleum Administrator (Uduak.Ntuk@lacity.org)

cc:

mailto:theodore.irving@lacity.org
mailto:Uduak.Ntuk@lacity.org
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NJEX®
Odorization Systems
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NJEX® Odorization Systems

Superior Technology, Reliable Results

The NJEX odorant injection systems measure and inject precise amounts of liquid odorant into cubic feet or meters 
of gas that flows down a pipeline to ensure detectability. Originally developed in response to the market’s demand for 
technically superior odorization equipment, NJEX systems have a simple, standard design with a full complementary list 

of optional equipment to meet your operational requirements. They provide exceptional performance with features such 
as proportional-to-flow odorant injection, onboard metering for positive verifications of the odorant injected, system 
monitoring and alarm notification. The entire NJEX System is patented and CSA and Cenelec certified and each system 
comes with our standard manufacturer’s warranty, Service ValuePlus.

NJEX System Components:
Packed with Features for Enhanced Reliability
• Patented, pneumatically-actuated, positive-displacement plunger pump reliably 

injects the odorant

• N-300 Controller controls and verifies the exact quantity and rate of injection 
and can be set for proportional-to-flow or time-based operation

• Sentry monitor module and software remotely monitors the operation in real time

A History of Reliability
YZ Systems is committed to the safety 

of people and the environment and 
has provided precision equipment 

to the energy industry for the past 

60 years. Our innovative designs 

deliver accuracy while our versatile 

solutions accommodate a wide 

range of performance requirements. 

Commitment to quality is our top 

priority to ensure the protection of your 

most precious assets.
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The NJEX system 
reduces complexity of 
design with a simple, 

standardized operation.
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Quality System, Simple Operation
The NJEX system reduces complexity of design with a simple, standardized operation. Odorant is received from the bulk storage tank 

and is filtered prior to a fill valve. The fill valve opens up automatically when it receives a signal from the N-300 controller. The verometer 

begins to fill with liquid odorant. The odorant level is electronically monitored. When the meter is full, the fill valve closes. The pump 

receives its odorant supply from the verometer. The pump strokes when it receives a signal from the N-300. As odorant is pumped 

from the verometer, the N-300 calculates pump displacement and odorant usage. The N-300 interfaces with a pipeline flow signal and 

maintains the desired odorization rate (in lbs/MMSCF) and adjusts the stroke rate of the pump.

System Selection Chart
LEGEND

I I 8302 System n 6302 System 

□ 8300 System □ 6300 System 

I I 7302 System □ 610 System 

7300 System

1920 80,000

960 40,000

8302
Selecting Your System
We offer a selection of NJEX systems to meet 

your operational requirements.

480 20,000

8300

240 10,000
CO
O

7302 High-Volume 
Injection Applications
NJEX 8300 Series, single unit 
NJEX 8302 Series, dual unit

o o
GO CO

120 5,000
CD
COCD

Q=CO
CC

7300 oBS
48 2,000o

COcoCO CDCO
CD

Mid-Volume 
Injection Applications
NJEX 7300 Series, single unit 
NJEX 7302 Series, dual unit

E
24 1,000 X

coX
CO

6302

12 500

Low-Volume 
Injection Applications
NJEX 6300 Series, single unit
NJEX 6302 Series, dual unit
The NJEX 610 LVO Series, single unit

2004.8 63 00

.68 28

10
610 LVO 0

.50 .75 1.00 1.25 1.50

Odorization Rate (LB/MMSCF)
(Calculations are based on an odorant density of 6.8 Ibs/gallon)
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LEGEND
□ □250 gallon 

500 gallon
1.000 gallon
2.000 gallon

4.000 gallon
8.000 gallon
12.000 gallon

n n
□ □

6 9 12

Months Between Refills
(based on 1.0 Ibs/MMSCF)

Product Portfolio

NJEX 8300 Odorization System
High-Volume Injection

The NJEX 8300 series is designed for high-volume applications 

and delivers a maximum of 257 liters/day (68 gallons/day).

The NJEX 8300 system can odorize up to 1.25 BSCF/ day 

based on an injection rate of 75 lbs/MMSCF.
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■ "A L Ideal for large transmission companies or large city gate 

stations, these big-injection odorizers have standard built-in 

features for enhanced quality and a variety of options to 

meet your process needs.
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is • Patented, pneumatically-actuated, positive-displacement 
plunger pump

• Teflon® diaphragm islolates all dynamic seals from the odorant

• Intrinsically safe electronics

• 257 liters/day (68 gallons/day) maximum odorant output

• 6cc/stroke injection

• Maximum of 30 strokes/minute
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The system is available in a single unit (8300 series) or 

dual unit (8302 series) and can be upgraded to include a 

skid-mounted package with onboard odorant storage tank, 

containment skid and a wide variety of other options.\
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1.2
3 6 9 12

Months Between Refills
(Based on 1.0 Ibs/MMSCF)

120

The NJEX 7300 series was our first system and remains the industry 

standard for most user applications. This mid-use, primary odorizer is 

capable of accurately injecting up to 67 liters/day (17.6 gallons/day). 

The NJEX 7300 can odorize up to 320 MMSCF/Day, based on an 

injection rate of .75 lbs/MMSCF. The system is flexible and is available 

in a single unit, the 7300 series or for increased capacity and 100% 

backup capability we offer a dual unit, 7302 series. Both units can be 

upgraded to include skid packages and other options for enhanced 

operational capability.

0 7300 Pump Features:
• Patented, pneumatically-actuated, positive-displacement, 

reciprocating plunger pump

• Teflon® diaphragm isolates all dynamic seals from the odorant

• Intrinsically safe electronics

• 67 liters/day (17.6 gallons/day) maximum odorant output

• .2 to 1.0 cc/stroke adjustable displacement
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NJEX 7300 Odorization System
The Industry Flagship
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Product Portfolio
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NJEX 6300 Odorization System m
Low-Volume Applications

mWe offer proportional-to-flow odorant injection with our 6300 pump at a displacement 

from .06 cc/stroke up to .01 cc/stroke. This system is ideal for small city gate stations, 

municipalities and supplementary odorization facilities where verification is critical and 

the operation does not call for a large capacity system. The 6300 is available in a variety 

of configurations and is available as a single unit or coupled with another unit to provide 

additional system backup (6302 series). Either system can be skid mounted with a choice 

of standard ASME tank arrangements or numerous other choices to meet your needs.

6300 Pump Features:
• Patented, pneumatically-actuated, positive-displacement, plunger pump

• Intrinsically safe electronics

• 6.7 liters/day (1.76 gallons/day) maximum odorant output

• .06 to 0.1 cc/stroke adjustable displacement \

NJEX 610 Low-Volume Odorizer

The NJEX 610 is a low-volume odorization system. The 610 series uses the Z-65 

controller to offer a wide range of control and simplicity. In the timer mode, the Z-65 

functions as an adjustable recycling timer. In the counter mode, the Z-65 becomes a 

two digit scaling counter, accepting most types of flow computer pulse inputs in order 

to achieve proportional to flow injection.

91 J

NJEX 610 Featuresi
V4i t Patented, pneumatically-actuated, positive-displacement, plunger pump

,!
Intrinsically safe electronics

1.44 liters/day (.38 gallons/day) maximum odorant output

.02 to .1 cc/stroke 
adjustable displacement

Adjustable stroke rate 
6 seconds - 99 minutes 
per stroke

Easy field programming
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610 Storage Tank Selection Chart
2.4 Legend 

I I 20 gallon 

| 60 gallon 

| 110 gallon
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Months Between Refills

(based on 1.0 Ibs/MMSCF)
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pgradesand

NJEX 300 Saries 
Remote Access 
SoftwareResults-Oriented 

Service and Support
a

YZ(

I Sentry4_:fYZ Systems offers full technical service 

and support for all of our products. Our 

global staff of experienced engineers, sales, 

customer services and representatives are 

ready to assist you.
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'In addition, YZ systems offers the NJEX 

system training program. The program 

includes onsite equipment operation and 

maintenance training for up to 15 employees. 

Manuals and employee materials, travel, and 

expenses are included. Sentry4 Monitoring 
Software

One Source for Your 
Odorization Needs

Sentry4 is a powerful tool allowing 

any organization the ability to remotely 

monitor in “real time” the operation of 

every NJEX installation. It provides the 

ability to change operating parameters 

perform diagnostics and print multiple 

reports from a central location.

We detail the most complete line of 

auxiliary equipment found on the market 

today. We design, manufacture and 

support systems complete with optional 

injection probe assemblies, environmentally 

safe containment skid packages, a wide 

range of ASME tanks, a paperless audit 

trail device and more.

• NJEX Bulk Odorant Storage Tanks.

We offer ASME-code-stamped bulk 
odorant storage tanks ready for fast 
delivery. These tanks are engineered to 
interface with the NJEX system and 
feature capacities ranging from 75 to 
37,854 liters (20 to 10,000 gallons).
Each tank is equipped with our NJEX 
fitting and valve package that is designed 
for high-volume odorant use. Field 
installation is also available.

1 The NJEX System is capable of 

performing complex instructions 

quickly and efficiently. The mechanical 

tasks of injection, self-monitoring, 

communicating problems, and writing 

of reports have all become integrated 

logic. Such tasks include:

• System start/stops

• Daily odorant usage

• Hourly odorant usage

• System parameters

• System alarms
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• NJEX Secondary Containment 

Skid Packages. Our secondary 
containment skid is constructed of carbon 
steel and then hot-dip galvanized. This 
unit provides 110% of tank capacity.
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Service ValuePlus Warranty
Service ValuePlus is our standard, three (3) year limited manufacturer's warranty that is included with all new equipment.

In addition, to complement our warranty, we also have developed the Customer 1st Maintenance Program. This program includes:

• System start-up, commissioning and operational instruction: Technicians will provide onsite system start-up, commissioning 
and equipment instruction. Multiple system start-up discounts are available. Technician travel and expenses are included.

• Maintenance: We will send a factory technician onsite to provide a scheduled, annual equipment maintenance review.
Labor, travel, and associated expenses are included.

We are a proud member of Accudyne Industries, a leading global provider 
of precision-engineered, process-critical, and technologically advanced flow 
control systems and industrial compressors. Delivering consistently high levels 
of performance, we enable customers in the most important industries and 
harshest environments around the world to accomplish their missions.

Accudyne
I N DU STRI E S f

To learn more about our NJEX® odorization systems and find a representative 
near you, visit our website at www.yzsystems.com or call 800-344-5399.

Americas

8825 N. Sam Houston Parkway W. 
Houston TX 77064.
Tel: 281 362 6500
Fax: 281 362 6513
Tech Service: 800.344.5399

Email: techsupport@yzhq.com 
sales@yzhq.com

201 Ivyland Road,
Ivyland, PA 18974, USA 
Tel: (215) 441-0800 
Fax: (215) 441-8620

Email: info@miltonroy.com 
www.miltonroy.com

Asia

510 Thomson Road 
#13-01, SLF Building 
Singapore 298135 
Tel: (65) 6568-2800 
Fax: (65) 6259-9897

Email: mrapsing@miltonroy.co.sg 
www.miltonroy.com.sg

SYSTEMS
Teflon is a registered trademark of 
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and company. an Accudyne Industries brand

© 2015 Accudyne Industries. All rights Reserved.

http://www.yzsystems.com
mailto:techsupport@yzhq.com
mailto:sales@yzhq.com
mailto:info@miltonroy.com
http://www.miltonroy.com
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Chevron Phillips Chemical Company 
Issued Sales SpecificationChevron

>s
Chenrual CompanyBIP

Name of Product 
SCENTINEL*T-50

Revision Date 
2/15/2011

Chevron Phillips Chemical Company LP 

10001 Six Pines Drive

Chevron Phillips Chemical International N.V. 

Airport Plaza - Stockholm Building 

Leonardo Da Vincilaan 19 

1831 Diegem, Belgium 

+32 2 689 1211

Chevron Phillips Chemicals Asia PTE Ltd. 

1 Harbour Front Avenue 

#09-01 Keppel Bay Tower 

Singapore, 098632 

+65 6517 3100

The Woodlands, TX 77380 

800-858-4327

Technical Service: 832-813-4862

Units Method Typical Minimum Maximum QualitativeTest Note

APHA Color ASTM D-5386 4015

Visual Clear with Clear with no
particulate
matter

Appearance
no
particulate
matter

ASTM D-2386 mod < -50Cloud Point -50FAH

Distillation - 5% ASTM D-86 

ASTM D-86 

ASTM D-2386 < -50

Chromatography 50 

Chromatography 50

163FAH

Distillation - DP 258 260FAH

-50Freezing Point 

t-Butyl Mercaptan 

Thiophane

FAH

WT% 48.0 52.0

WT% 48.0 52.0

Other Units Method Typical Minimum Maximum Qualitative Note

Calculated Sulfur WT% Chromatography 

ASTM D-4052 

ASTM D-86

36

Density @ 60 F 

Distillation - IBP

LB/GAL 7.54

FAH 151

Flash Point, PM

Reid Vapor Pressure at 100F

Specific Gravity 60/60

ASTM D-93FAH -15

PSI Calculated 3.2

ASTM D-4052 0.9007

Printed Versions of this document are uncontrolled
Notice: Before using this product, the user is advised and cautioned to make its own determination and assessment of the safety and suitability of the product for the specific use in question and is 
further advised against relying on the information contained herein as it may relate to any specific use or application. It is the ultimate responsibility of the user to ensure that the product is suited 
and the information is applicable to the user's specific application. Chevron Phillips Chemical Company LP does not make, and expressly disclaims, all warranties, including warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, regardless of whether oral or written, express or implied, or allegedly arising from any usage of any trade or from any course of dealing in 
connection with the use of the information contained herein or the product itself. The user expressly assumes all risk and liability, whether based in contract, tort or otherwise, in connection with the 
use of the information contained herein or the product itself. Further, information contained herein is given without reference to any intellectual property issues, as well as federal, state or local laws 
which may be encountered in the use thereof. Such questions should be investigated by the user. Additional information on the health and safety aspects of our product is listed in the SDS of the 
product.


